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OFFICE : VAN LANDKGEND’S BLOCK.

OTTO

tpplei, f bushal .................% 40
lean.,* bashal ...................

Llvirraid Sals Itahlsi.

lyOGNE H„ Livery and Bale BUble. Office
Jj and barn on Market street. Everything flrstIN

Editor and Publlthtr.

Office of

street,

H., Livery and Bale Stable;
Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th

near Market.

U

Mich.

One

1 Square ............... 850
.................. 5 0<»
................ 8 00
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8 00
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17 00
25 00
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IhUTKAU

ft VAN ZoEREN, New Meat Market, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of aauaagea constantly on hand.

JD

VT'UITE.J..Dealer

IV

determinationof

its

lUvee,

Tierce, *• .............12

00

Itav# bolta, softwood ........................2 25
Rave belli, hardwood ....................
8 00
Railroadties ................................ 10
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descriptions in the text,

8

“

f 100

ft

I

S

...............

Middling, f 100 ft
*5
Flour, V 100 ft ................... 2 50
Pearl Barley, f 100 ft ............. I 00
4 00

fa

.

ft

Wooden, aud Turkeys. »
Iron and Weed combinatlou Pumps. CorP. H. Manufacturerof

...........................4
...........................7
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11.55 a.m.
t 10.00 p.m.

Muskegon, Pentwaler

&

Big iiupids.* 10.25 a.

Take Warning.

Usury Pahlici

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. m.

number will lie iu an urti^e on JefferVan Winkle,— "At and After
the Play." It is written by an intimate
friend of the great actor. Mr. L. Clarke
Davis, who has gathered from his own lips

biksstreet.

IPAN SCHEL^EN, G.,

Y

Justice of the Peace,

-Notary Public,Conveyancer, etc.
Van Laudegcnd'sBlock.

Office,

and a slight difficulty in breathing quickly
involves the 20,000 air cells, and finally,
if not remedied, the whole six hundred

fhnisiau

^CUOUTEN,

Qsiar North.
4. No. 2.
a. m.
p. ra.
8 48 12 20
8 15 11 41
8 10 11 42
7 14 11 12
7 17 10 44
7 01 10 25
0 25
« 35

STATIONS.

No.

E. C.

0c1b| South.
No. 3. No. 1,
p.

Muskegon,
Ferryiburx,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,
Fillmore,
Allegan,

2
2
2
3
3
4
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a.

m.

17
50
54

5
t
6
8
7
7
7

30
03

2-2

50
13
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A Remarkable Result,

Physician, Surgeon and
It makes
iT1- Accoucueur.Office, Van Putteu’a drugstore,
Holland, Michigan.
sicians, or
R. A. City Pnyaiclan.Offlct at the
First Ward Drug Store, Bth Surest.

O

Phrtjpaphir.

M

1UG1NS, B.

Al

lery

P. the leadlug Photographer. Galopposite thii office.

Ididliri.

118

35
0-2

18

ITAUPELL,U., Manufacturerof

Y

aud dealer in

Harness,Trunks, baddies aud Whips;

highth street.

55

FKED. II. MAY, Hanayer.
Leavenwortu,Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGAKTKL, Agent,

Holland. Mich.
tjloie connections made at Allegan with G. It. A
R. R. and L. S. & Al. 8. for Plainwell, Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, <&c.. &c.

Tobacco lad Cigars.

'PE ROLLER,

A

OSLIN

Cured of drinking.
"A young friend of mine was cured of

OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
- Notary Public; River street.
\fC BRIDE, P. ti., Attorney and Counselor
Ivl Law.^and Proctor lu Admiralty. No.
River street.

'DARKS, W.

II. Attorney and Councelor at Lav
corner of River and Eighth streets.

A

J., Attorney at Law and Collecliu
Agent. Ottlcein Kenyon rfS Van Pullen’s ban
Eighth street.

A

Baalist

am

his

domesticlife. The

V
street.

Col*

Bucklinfs Arnica Salve,

A

Regular Communication of Unity Lodge,
No. 191, F. & A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hull,
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, July
o’clock, sharp.

Wynn*

Bec'v.

lectiug, Drafts bought and sold; Eighth

tMy

£p«ial gotten.

Harbin.

The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
guarranteed to give perfect satisfactionin
every case or money refunded. Price 25
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh

-

Holland,Michigan.

TAG GROOT,

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampoonlug,hair-dyeing,etc., doneatrea
sonablo rates. Baroer shop next door to the City

U

Hotel.

14-ly

Comaliiloa Mirohant.

NOTICE.
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
settledin the cltv of Grand Rapids, offers
his services asa Physician, Surgeon and Ac-

coucheur to the public at large, anu
BRO'S, CommissionMerchanu, and whereas he pays particular attention to
dealers in Grain, Flour and Prodace. High- chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
est market price paid for wheat. Uflics in Brick
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
•tore cor. Kightii & Hsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17
------City ol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted during the
Bntlit.
day.
SNEE.D.M., Dental Surgeon; residence anduf*
L. E. BEST, M. D.
VJ flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Kaalte's Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.
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D

!

.
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-

well as the other 25 differentbrands.

fumerles. River atrsel.

AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer

In Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Biro's Family Medicines ; Eighth 8t.
XT’

V

XXTALSH UKBKR,

YY

fall

Druggist ft Pharmacist; a
slock of goods appertaining to the bus-

loess.
rural tu-s.

-

currency would
the exact busi-

cc untry, and therefore
a commercial revulsion would be next to

impossible.

A Pin Worth Enomainilng.

We

have been favored with samples of

"Tom

Biown’s School-Days,"must always

commending them

tified in highly

our

to

and by the most expert workmen io Europe, and have a national reputationfor
certain desirable qualitieswhich no other

pens seems

to

have attainedin so great

perfection,among which are uniform even-

ness of point, durability, flexibility, aud
quill

action. It

is

thus quite natural that

command attention,and the article by him the Spencerian should be preferred and
in this number of Lippincotl’swill have used by professional penmen, in business
a particular interest for American readers, colleges, counting-rooms,government
being an able defence of Frankiln against
the animadversions and prejudices
current in

England.

by Arthur Venner,

is

offices, public schools, and largely through-

still out the

(,A Swiss Patrician,"

the title of a very en-

country. Indeed, so popular have

they become, that of tbe "Number One"
alone, as many as elgbt millionsare sold

youth annually.
The SpenceriauPens may be had, as a
the friend of Voltaire, in his old age of
Madame de Stael. Not less readable and rule, from any dealer; but when not thus

tertainingpaper on Bonstetten, in

vivid

is

his

the fifth chapter of Miss Porter's obtainable, the proprietors,Messrs. Ivison,

descriptionof Miss Olney’s serial, Blakeman, Taylor A Co., the well-known
"Through Winding Ways," lead up to a publishers, 188 A 140 Grand Street,New

high position iu exclusive circles.
Electric Light at the Capitol.

York,

will- send

for

trial, samples of

on

of the twenty numbers

each

receipt of

twenty-five cents.

fiomiitioitid Partridgei.

A friend in Chester county, Pa., in
mowing his grass with s machine last year,
mowed over a partridge’s nest with eighteen eggs. The mother bird, as was
known, would abandon them, 10 they
were placed under a sitting boo at the
barn. She was faithfulto her trust, and
produced seventeenyoung partridges wild

The arrangementsfor lighting the Capi- being tramped on by tbe mother, and
at WashingtonCity, with a meeting with other accidents; two hen

tol building,

HMf

electric light, are nearly completed. birds, however, survived and became comexperimenthas already been made in pletely tame, roosting and feeding with the

the Hall of the

and

House of

Reprcsentaivcs,

a single light placed on

the front row

-

chickensabout the barn.
this

spring

left

One

of them

her chicken companions

of the reporters’ gallery and over the and found a mate, with whom she returned,
Speaker’s chair made the whole hall so and is now laying io a ben’s nest at the barn.
light that print could be easily read at the

The male bird is a little shy, but appearpoints furthest from the burner. The plan ances indicate that he will become domesis to place four lights in the ball, and it is ticated.—
to Philadelphia Times.

ment

ines have been purchasedunder the appropriations for lighting the interior of tbe
building,

and

it is

in contemplation to

place another in position for the purpose
of

supplyinga light of vast power upon

the top of the

Five Ginsratloni Under One Boof.

Three electricmach-

of gas burners.

dome.

It is

claimed by the

In the family of JoaophJPhsres,No.
424^ George street, there are five generations of the family represented, all under

one roof. First

is

the great-great-gnnd-

mother ninety yean
grandmother

aged

of age; then the great-

abont seventy; then

tbe grandmotherforty years old; the
inventors that a burner can be constructed
-«•»mother nineteen or twenty years of age,
All kinds of Shingles fur sale at
there which shall have a very appreciable
and last of all the child, which was born
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
effect upon a large area of the city. It ia
on Sunday morning. Five generations,
claimed that with tbe steam power of the
If vou wish to buy Candies go to the
four of which are representedby the maheating and ventilating apparatus in each
City bakery and buy the home made Canternal ancestor,are not often found under
dies, and others, which they warrant strict- wing of the building,a dynamo-electric
one roof, especially In an American famly pure and healthy, and in which they machine ol 175,000 candle power can be
ily.— CVnefonofa’Commmial.
take theMead iu this city.
10—

tf

PESSINK BROS.

run.

........

..

Spinntr and Flntnoi.

would inform my fellow-citizensthat
I have completed arrangements so that I
Shoe
cm offer paints and oils cheaper than ever
Draft ud Kiilelaif.
Why do the Pessinks sell so many cigars ? before, ft will be to your advantage to
Because they keep the most complete slock call and see me before purchasing elseTVJESBURQ.J.O.,Dealer In Dragged Mediof
fine cigars in this city. They invite where. I will not be undersold. For sale
XJ olnes, Palma and Oils, Brushes.«c.Phyby the pound or ton.
•aichm’s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth at. customers to try their brands, especially
that little5 cent Tumble, Glear Havana, as l8-2w A. DE KRUIF, Zeeland, Mich.

store.

act

now believed that they will be a very great
improvement upon the present arrange-

Chicago, Ills.
F. & A. M.

Otto Breyman, W. M.

"\7AN PUITEN JACOB, Banking and

illustra-

Rip in each

of the play, include a portraitof Jefferson

prostrated his system that he was unable
to do any business. He wasjcutirelycured
by the use of Hop Bitters.It allayed all
thiK burning thirst; took away the appetite
I. 0. Of 0. F.
for liquor; made his nerves steady, and he
Holland City Lodge, No. Htt.IndepondcDtOrder
of Odd Fellows, bolus Its regular meetings at Oud has remained a sober and steady man for
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening more than two years, and has no desire to
of each week
return to his cups, and 1 know of a numVisiting brothers are cordially invited.
ber ot others that have been cuied of drinkW. Blom.N. G.
ing by it."— From a leading li. R Official,
G. A. Koning, R. 8.

C. B.

a

glimpsesof

new

2, at 7

Zzchaage.

brought about. Such

at all times adjust itself to

readers. They are made of the best steel,

The

rpEN EYCK,

gested, such s state ot thlnga could not be

Steel Pens, and after trying them feel jus-

an iusaliublethirst for Liquor, that had so

Societies.

itoraiyi.

specie payments.

as deers. Most of them were unfortunate,

ft BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner ef Market aud Eighth Street.
I

a suspension of

With an interconvertiblecurrency as sug-

who gives us an analysis of his art, a loving portraitureof bis character,and

no differencehow many Phy- dramaticclimax, which indicates that the
how much medicine you have
end of the novel will be full of incident
tried, it is now an establishedfact that
German Syrup la the only remedy which and striking situations.
has given complete satisfactionin severe
"Women’s Husbands" is also continued,
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there witb no falling off in piquancyand interest.
are yet thousands of persons who are preSusan M. Day has a pathetic short story
disposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Se- called "TelescopicDiscoveries," and the
vere Colds settled on the Breast, Pneu- "Monthly Gossip" is full of sparkling matmonia, Whooping Cough, Ac., who have ter, including a description of "Society in
no personalknowledge of Boschee’s Ger
man Syrup. To such we would sav that Paris during the last Season," which is
50,000 dozen were sold last year without from the pen of a fair comtesse holding a
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
all Druggists in America.

panic,

the celebrated SpencerianDouble Elastic

Watehu sad Jsvsiry.

U

$u$inc$js giwt0i'a.

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, baud, Pipes, etc.; Rigiilh street.

same result. The country if now let
alone, will soon enter upon a new career
of apparent proaperity, which will last

the chief material for this biography,and

V

Store,

VIC CULLOCU TUOS.,

Dec. 8, 1878.

this country it was so in 1816, In 1887, in

son and Rip

Directlyaround each bronchial tube seated in his studio, and views of his beauwhere it enters the lungs, are about 20,000 tiful country-sent among the hiils of the
minute air cells— in the entire lungs 600,ik^ALSH, U., Notary Public, Conveyancer, 000,000. A slight cold producing bron- Passaic.
T
aud Insurance Agent. Office,Vxty Drug
The name of Thomas Hughes, author of
chial inflammation, a gathering of phlegm

Ax

Taken Effect, Sunday,

currency. In

a

this

Real Estate an4 Imarance
JL Agent, Notary Peblle aud Conveyancer; Collectionsmads la Hollandand vielnlty.

office at residence,on &|ghih street, near Chi.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus a hf. L. S. R. R. crossing.

Grand Haven Rail Road.

paper currencybaaed on a promise to pay

specie will fall and bring distress upon

ness wants of the

post, HENRY D.,

million become clogged with pus which
must be healed or life will soon terminate.
i 10.05 p.
* 0.10 •*
A NNIS, T. K., Phyaician;residence, opposite The world’s great lung remedy. Dr.
New Buffalo
/V S. W. cor. Public Square.
King's New Discovery tor Consumption,
Chicago. | 1.30
12.00 “
readily heals and permanentlycures the
A SH ft PALMER, Surgeons, Physiciansaud
5.15
*10 4.5 a.m. xV Accoucheurs. Officeal his residence, Over- very worst cases of lung diseases,Coughs,
3.25 p. m. | 10.15 p. m. ysel, Mich.
Colds, Tickling in the Throat, Asthma,
5.55
Hoarseness and difficultyof breathing in
T EDEBUER, B. Phyaicianand Surgeon: Office
• Mixed trains,
XJ
corner
Eleventh
and
River
street opposite the shortest time possible.Trial bottle^
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
ten cents. For sale by Heber Walsh, Holpublic square.
X Daily except Saturday.
land, Michigan.
I Mondays ouly.
Y EDEBOER, F, 8., Physicianaud Buigeen;
All other trains dally except Sundays.
10.30

offer the

For many readers the chief attractionof

ations, beside exhibiting

Chicago tt Wert Michigan R. R.

must

very ideal of rural existence.

......................
15

“

Y

Y

numerous

and exquisite engravings,and charming

luth and Rivet streets.

I 1.40 a. W.
f 5.20 “
3.30 p.m.

generation, aay In about twenty yean, a

until the time comes for another relapse,a

second article has for its subject

necticut which, tojudge from the

Tallow, per

\17ILMS,

traveller.

The

“Stalford on-the-Sound," a village of Con-

Grain, Feed, Eto.

U., Dealer In Fresh, Balt,
.Y and Smoked Meata aud Vegetables;paper
and twine; 8th street.
XuuliourDi. Mill*, Shop*. It*.

mer

*100

Y

Trains.

a

conductors not

leading bolta, eoft wood ............. fa 2 54 promises to lead the reader into regions
Jesdlngbolte,hardwood ....................t 75 on this continent not described by any for-

1

Grand Uupids.

In

finance as well m in other thinge, repeats
green ......................
1 75
Sketches; or, Rambles in the Backwoods
itself. The same cause will briug the
lemleck Bark .......................
®4 00
iuves, pork, white oak ..............falOOO of Mexico and Central America," which

Meats, Eto.
VAN
An Z before the Subscriber’/name will denote
of Ptugger Milts; (Steam Saw and Flour Beef, dressed per ft ......................
4
the expiration of ihe Subscription.Two XX sig- Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Lard, ..............................6
8
UT All advertising bills collectable quarterly. trERBEEK, H. W.. ft CO., Proprietor* of the Smoked Meat ............................
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build•* Ham .......................... 6
log material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Shoulders ..... ................4

Leave

show the steady

experience has been that about once

advance which has marked the course of the country issuiug such
of the

ITAN DER HAAR,

TTEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof andDealarln
Business Cards in City Directory, not ever three
£1. Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
|2.00 per annum,
for Mowing Machines- cor. 10th ft River street.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whilout charge for subscrlbeis.
QAUEL8,
PUTTEN ft CO., Proprietors

Arrive at
IloUandy

vivac-

Ex-Treasurer F. E. Spinner writes to of Des Moines, la., that the day has passed
I did not resign because in this country when, except In a limited
"I was notfain accord witb the Govern- class of cases, tbe verdict of a jury can be

the National View:

ment," but because the then Secretary of won, or will be permitted to aland when
tbe Treasury undertook to interfere with

won, unless it is in accoid with the view
the employes of the office, and because be of the court as to the law of tbe case; and

suppressed that part of my annual report
Pesslnk Bros, have opened up their
in which I recommended the issue of a
Tint Best, Safest, and Cbeapest remedy Ice Cream business,and are now ready to
furnish
parties,
societies,
or
anybody,
Ice
currency convertible, at tbe will of tbe
for all affectionsof the Bladder and Kidneys— such ss gravel, diabetes, etc,— is Cream which cannot be beat by measure holder, into a bond bearing a low rate of
the Genuine Imported Harlem Oil. For or dish.
interest, which in like manner to be resale at J. O. Doesburg'aDrug store only.
convertibleinto currency. I then bePiice 25 cts. per
0—18 w
Cocoa Nuts. Oranges,Lemons, Raisins,
lieved, as I bad years before, and aa I now
its, Figs, Dates, Cove Oysters, Sardines,
At the City Bakery you can now find a
do, that such a measure would have made
moit and fresh Compressed Yeast, alfine looking marble fountain fann which
and kept the business of the country prosya fresh and first-class,at
yon can obtain a beautifuland nice tasting
perous. But now that payment in coin
J 10—
PESSINK BROS.
gloss of cool Soda Water.

The

bottle.

Mr. Jnctice Miller of the United States
Supreme Court said to tbe Bar Aaaociation

1

that there is no more fatal delusion for a

promising young lawyer thanto^lay out,
bis life, 'tp win

as one of the purposes of

verdicts by eloquent appeals to juries.^
Suffering will exhibit
cries of the

its

presence by tbe

baby, and should be removed

by the prompt use of that highly recom-

I

\f EYER,

H. ft CO.. Dealt! r* in all kinds of Furnltnre,Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Pictore Frames, etfc. : River street.

JYI

tf

f

oonseqnent prosperitymay follow. My

1

in

lines,

Ttiken Effect, Sunday May 25, 1879.

and

a rest,

so that confidence may be restored, and

,

all kiada ef meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

Yearly advertisers have ths privilege of three
changes.

§ail goads.

tions, aa well as the excellence

lllustra-

125

00

25 00
40 00
65 00

and the variety and beauty of the

70 this periodical,and afford the beat proof

I 1 Y.

5 00

2 **
3 “

1*
16

.....................

“

IhOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
8-ly

months.

ft

,

O

square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for Ursl insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

fa
fa

“

son PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONI.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

it better that

1857, and In 1878. The last time, premato be outdone by their rivals. The openWeed, BUtii, Etc,
turely. Aa it haa been In the past ao I
rvIJKEMA J. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith ^ordwood maple dry .....................
$150 ing article,by Dr. Felix L. Oswald, is the
fear it will be in the future. History, in
Shop. Hone-shoeing aud all kinds of repair•• groan .................. 00
ing done. Eighth BtnetaTewdoon
weataf River.
beach, dry ...................... 200 first of a series entiled “Summerland
Xsat Xarhsti.

I 8 M. | 8

Potatoes,f buahel ..........
nntothv Heed, f bushel ...........

Maga-

50 ume, Is of a thoroughlypopular character,

lit

A —

JnU.f1iu.hel.... ............
Vool.f

WagotBahui aid Uaekialtki.

\f

of Lippincott’s

ity of the reading matter,

XTIBBELINK,J.

Terms of Smlseriptioiit
$1.50 per year tf paid in advance; %1.75
paid at three months, and %2.00 tf
paid at six months.

®
to
©
fa

Butter,V • .......................
Hover seed, V lb .................

Bflf'V

NO. 383

has been restoied, I think

zine, which opens the twenty-fourthvol-

claas

DOESBURG,

J.

Product, Sto.

WHOLE

the financial queation should have
The July number

Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River it.

PUBLISHED EVEBY SATURDAY AT

1879.

Lippisoott'i Mtftiini.

parbets.

XT’AN PUTTEN G„ Goner*! Dealers, In Dry

A WBEKLY^BWSPAPBB,

21,

mended remedy, Dr.
It if free

from

Bull’s Baby Syurp.

Opium.

Price 25 cents.

\

that neither the Octo-

bolds

|oiiiuyl|i)»

election was valid,
no election.Oolerick deember electioawis proper,
e report representingthat
mittee. Keiter beUeves that
election was proper, anjwill subthe Republicaus will sign.
.the October elfitionwas
proper, hut affRSTw this conclusionfrom dif-

sr

tm,

^^HOLL^^CriY.

^

ferent reasons.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,

The death sentences of the WashingJames Peyton and Louisa

ton murderers—

THE EAST.

K4»ra:

jitated

Wallace, both colored— have been commuted

shadow of a pretext for any interfennee with
State elections,by armed forces of the United
States, and dtelring to obviate, if possible, the
President'sobjectionsto thameasure already proposed foirtbat purpose, the House of Rjprcsegtttives promptly passed a separatebill, wMch was as
promptlyconcurred in by- the Senate,simply providing that it ahould not) be lawful to firing to pr
employ at any place where a generalhr special
election]§|>eingheld in any State anyiArtofMe
army or navy, nnieerthchforosa tkeald bmrafc'
aary to repel armed enemies of the United
States, or to enforce section4, article 4,
of the constitution, and laws made in pursuance thereof,and repealing all provisions
inconsistent with the purposes of the bill. This
bill was speedily returned with a message from
last

wepirp

by the Presidentfrom bangiarttoiMpnhjoninent
fBreeie, in the Albany (NiT) penUfritteryJ
J *’ < of these objections Isj?a simple repetition[of the
near Philadelphia,last week. Five vessel*,
one assigned in the message vetoing the Army Ap
FOREIGN.
_
1,000,000 galloni of oil, 1,000 feet of wharf, an
proprtation bill. No one can read the two
mesimmense ooopershop,- the largeefr tin-can
dispatch chronicles the sages together without being struck by the marked
differencein tho tone of the two documents In refactory
country
several
The loss death ofjtbs . Prince of Orange^beir apparent
warehouses wert
between tb.
to the throne of the Netherlands
. .John Ennis,
estimated
. ^W.OOO...
.
two messages, and continues:
A horrible and mysteriousnjurderstartled the this Chioago pedestrian, now in England, has
"The entire argument against the necessityof
people of New fort Iasi Week.
wealthy made a hero Qf himself by saving the lives of
the bill is left to rest vppR Jim. President’sreiteratlady» Miw.'Hall, living in a. large. mansion in two women who fell into the river Thkmes.
ed assertionthat troops have not been And will not
an aristocraticquarter of the city, was mur-i
A correspondent of the
York be used to interferewith any State electionduring
dered during tSe night, presumablyfoPthe
his administration; that the assertion was no doubt
purpose of robbery. When discovered,the Herald^ at ’Alexandria; Egypt;' Bays: "After a sincere, but. unfortunately for Its validity as' a
murdered woman was bound hand and foot, seten months’ campaign, Cap*. Gessi returns, reason for refusing to approve a bill designed for
the protection of to hire generations,aa well as this,
gagged and blindfolded.
north completelyviotorioua The revolt has the official term of the presentExecntivo is limited,
The suspension of Neil, McCallum
been crushed,and with it, must go down the
and he may be succeeded by one who will feel a
slave traffic Which fiai outraged civilization less scrupnlonsregard for the freedom
Co., wholesaledealers in leatherand' findings,
and parity of- the ballot than he professes
for half a century. Id all seven pitched batNow York,* is announced. Liabilities about tles were fought on the Gazelle river, the slave- hlmMslf to entertain. The next objection
to the approval of the hill, as allegedin the
•140l000....Twovessels with several oases of traders and rebels combining -against GessL
yellow fever on board have reoeptly arrived at All the blave stations Wfere destrbyed, and the message, is that it would abrogationcertain days
New York, and some uneasiness is felt there- establishmentof civilizedrule will prevent any and at certain places a number of laws, but especially section 5,298 of the Revised Statutes, which
farther raids from the region of the Gazelle/’
ahouts lest the oontigionmay spread.
Is reverently referredto as ' an ancient and fundaPORTION of the'
Asiatic mental law which has been In force from the foun* - THE
a Kn.dation of the Government,*and aeema to be refootpads who recently knocked squadronhas been ordered to the coasts of garded by the President as Invested W|th some peOhili and PBru, for the purpose of protecting culiar sanctity, not pertaining to any other prodown a messenger of the IllinoisCentral railin the entire system of American jurispruGerman interests1-from the barbarism of vision
dence. He enlarges upon the statement that this
Chilian nav&i officers..rl. A dispatch from Belaoction was sanctioned by Washington, Jefferson
grade reports that the Rnsso-Bnlgarian au- and Lincoln, and contains the principlewhicu was
pbrtibi
thorities,with a body of Russian troops, have
acted upon by the four Presidents more eumoney
n
it
taken forcible poesesaiqp of the frontier dis- dearod to tho American people than all others at
twenty-firstsaengerfeet
the tricts claimed by Sorvia, driving ont the Ser- the most critical periods In their respectiveadministrations. If he had examintd the facts conNorth American Baengerbund began at Cincin- vian officials. The population are1 angry and
nected with the transsctiouBto which he alludes,
discontented at the action of the Russians. ,\
nati on Wednesday, the 11th of June, and, lasthe would have found that neither of the four illusTimes attributesthe triouspatriotsand statesmen to whom he refers
ing five days, wound up ou Sunday, the I5tb,
with an out*db6r'musical fete. The chorus sadden rise in the price of silver to a report eitlierdid or proposed to do anything which wduld
not have been perfectlylawful under the atrictest
was nearly 2,000 . strong, comprising ali sthe
from Odo Russell, the .BritishMinister at Ber- letter of tho bill Le returned to tbe House, had it
local societies,and visiting dubs from all over
been in force at that time. He would have dislin, concerningthe suspension of silver sales
the West, besides soiue from the
by the German Government The Minister covered. moreover, that neither of them ever
A recent dispatchfrom Kansas City says that financial men in Germany believe the construed eitherof the acta cited by him as conferringupon the President or any of Ins subordisays: “The war between the Southwestern Government is preparingto adopt the doable uates any arbitraryor extra-legalpower, but merestandard
of
coinage,
as
it exists in France....
ly as authorizing the use of the necessary means
lines on the Kansas City passenger business is
An agreement concerningthe contingentoccu- tor securing the execution of dhe law in the regubeing fought, with a fury and determination pation of Roumel^a by Turkish troops has been
lar methods, and through the agencies prescribed
worthy of a better cause. The rates from readied by the signatories of the treaty of by law.”
Kansas City to Chicago have been reduced to 50 Berlin. The Governor will only be allowedto
In support of his assertion, Mr. Knott refers'to
cents, and it is stated that some of the roads
the action of Washingtonin the Whisky Insurreccall foi the support of Turkish forces when a
are now gettingont chrombs to be given to majorityof the international commission— that tion, of Jeffersonin tho Aaron Burr case, of Jacktravelers as an inducement, in case, the rates is, a majorityof the powers— have given their son in 1832, and Liucoln in the outbreak of the
Civil War, and adds:
should go down still lower.*
consent.
“ Owing, perhaps, to the limited time he allowed
Qalena Gazette announces,on
in which to prepare hia message, the Presiannounces that a “first himself
dent failed to observe the fact that the varioua
what it claims to be trustworthyinformation,
subscriptionof 2, 000, (XX) francs, in shares of statutesto which he refers, Ucludlng section5.29«,
that "it is the purpose of Qen. Grant, upon his
are as completely abrogated or suspended by the
retnrn 1o this country, to settle down in bis old 5,000 francs each,” has been made in Paris for
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THE WORLD OF BUSINESS.

House passed the bill, prepared by the Committee
on ForeignAffairs, allowing any telegraph com-

-The wheat of*Sexaa h A been mostly

pany to f«od ocean jAbl** on the coast of the Unit- harvested, mid the yield $ good.
ed Stamp, subject to/the terms of aMh grants as
have been heretoforemade by Congresai Tho bill is
in'
Island, with
designed to open thfc way for, an increaseof telethe texcepfttm of that
the
graph facilities ween Americaand Europe.
There were two fancusesoffifeeRefiifclicaa Sen- yUlatoio JelainoiCompany, is running
ators during tfi* day. Both were'devbted;o an on fim time. That one will be started
interchange of vie* a concerning the proper course
of action to be taken in regard to tbe pending ap- soon.
propriation bill, and at the latter an important

E^ery mil

-

Rhode
owned by

^

was agreed Very few men are idle in Massachuwith substantial unanimity that tbe passage of setts now. In some of the smaller cities
the Army Appropriation bill In Its present terms
and larger towns it is said that it is even
•hoHld.be opposedbv the Republicanparty in the
agreementwas readied. It

.

Seaatqf unites the majority consent to the addition
of a proviso to the sixtn section declaring that it
shall not be conatrued to prevent the ute of troops
places really scarce.
to execute any existing law. The Jndidal Expenses
bULwaa diacussadrocy briefly, toil, as it alaoconPEAcHEU ftf 6
be' a Tight crop
tams clauses in the nature of conditions precedent
to tho nse of the money which it appropriates,the
cancus agreed with absolute unanimity that pashim fair
sage should bo opjiosed, unless these couditiops
are
/
for a crop in some sections, but the dis-

melfto

eliminated.

.

,

In the Senate, on the 14th inst, the

sissssawsar"''

Army Ap- tance and' express charges are likely to
Com. make them, costly North this year*

propriation bill was reported back from the
mitteo

on

Appr6p*riltions,with sundry amend-

meats, and waa placed on the calendar. The 8qp-

plemental Judicial bill was debitedwithout Action.
In the House, a bill extending until
Got, -1, 1880, tho provisions of the act approved
March 8, 1877. in regard to ttfe grasshopper sufferers, was passed. The LegislativeAppropriation Mil
waa received from the Senate, and. together with
the Senate amendments,WR* referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
A bill was
thorlsing1a eommisslonto inquire into the prac-

-

In Connecticut many* of the largest
employing ibore men than
for several years, and Some are running
over-time. There is, a good demand for
skilled labor at fair prices, and good,
steady workmen are not found idle.
</

factories are

It is Stated that 'Within the Ikst eight

?Z%^<***

and desirability of constructing A bridge
or tunnel across the Detroit river, bear Detroit.
The bill prohibiting Government employee from
making contribution* for political purposes again
came up. but the Democrats refused to allow an
amendmentincluding Congressional employesIn
this inhibition,and the Republicansconsequently
filibusteredto prevent action tm the bill.
ticability

sonfce' fourteen joint-stock companies have been formed in the United

Canada for thei manufacture
from beets. The satisfactory
of the Maine company has given

States and
of sugar
success

an impetus to this particular industry.

The Lebanon (Pa.) Times says long
Senate, after debating and slightly
trains of African ore have recently been
amending the SupplementalJudicial Appropriation bill, finally passed it, on' the 16th Inst, by a taken over the Lebanon Valley railroad.
The

party vote. - In the Houae, Mr. Cox Intro- Sixty thousand tons o' iron ore have
duced a bill to protect certificates of naturalisa- been imported lately from the North of
tion. Mr. Samford introduced one to Africa for making Bessemer steel. It
strict

prohibit an increase of the interest-bearing
debt of

came

the United States,and Mr. tpuiig (Tenn.) introduced one granting a pension <Jf $S0 a month to
the widow of the late Lieat. Hiram Benner. On
motion or Mr. Ryan, a bill was paraM for the relief of setticia ou the Osage trust aud diminished
reserve lands in Kansts. On motion of Mr. Wjufiibnrn, the bill was pissed allowing pre-emption
settlers twelve months after date of tiling their en-

pete in price with that

try to

complete their residence.

The

Senate was engaged in debating the
Army Appropriationbill on the 17th, and the
House spent the day in discussing the bfll to prohibit politicalassessments.An Effort was made
In the Houae to take up the bill in relation to
jnrlia, but the Republicansblocked business by
declining to vote, thns leaving the House without
a quorum.

aa ballast,and can, therefore, com-

mined in Pennsvlvania. It containsmore phosphorus
than the iron ores of this country and
Europe, and is better for steel manufacture.

The mining and manufacturing enterLackawanna valley, Pennsylvania, are usually active, although
wages rate low. The great works of the
Lackawanna Iron and Coal Company, at
prises of the

Scranton, are runninguight and day, in
full blast;, turning outatcelto fill orders
from all parts of the United States.

Last week the company advanced
PERSONALS.

President Lincoln on

the wages Of its laborers 10 cents a day,

made

and cash payments are promptly
home at Galena and remain there quietly until his Panama canal project. “It will now be ttie 27th of February, k(>5, as they posJohn G. Saxe has done
literary
the oold weather may induce him to take his possible," he says, -‘to obtain concessionsand sibly could be by the bill to prevent military inmonthly.
work for three years past.
family 8onth.n.... William Carey, of Chicago, commence the undertaking. "....A committee terference wilh elections,bad he returnedit to
the
House
with
hia
approval.
He
seems
to
have
people are now employed in the
has been sentencedto fourteen years' imprison- of the British Parliament has resolved that the
Brother
has left Baltimore
ment in the penitentiary for the murder of his electric-lightsystem is sufficiently develoned totally forgotten that tbe law approvedby Lincoln
mills of Paterson, N. J., than ever beon the 27th of February, 1SC6. making it a high mis- for work in Cleveland.
to allow its being economicallyused for public,
brother-in-law,
demeanor in him or other officers of tho Cnited
fore, The greatest expansion is in the
but not for domestic purposes.
Senator Thurman is the most schol- silk industry.To-day there are in PatStatesto employ armed men at a State electionexDepartment has ordered
The death of John M. Langston (eol cept lor two specifiedpurposes, was still in force, arly man of the Chamber.
Gen. Miles to fit ont an expeditionto go northerson not less than 500 looms owned
and that it was as much bis duty under bis official
ored),
United States Minister to H&yti, is an- oath to see that it should be faithfullyexecuted as
of the Missouri river and drive back the hostile.
Ex-Queen Isabella of Spain holds practical weavers, and operated under
Indians from Sitting Bqfi's camp. This move nounced. He died at Port an Prince, of yellow any ether provision in the statutes."
court in a quiet way in Paris.
their immediate supervision in rooms,
The report affirms that the power to establish
will precipitate the international qnestion as to fever.
garrets and sheds, and every place where
police regulations which may be necessary tor tbe
The exodus of fashionables from
the status of the hoetilee....A
crowd of 150
internationalboat-race between preservationof domestic order and the prea loom can be
Whole families
persons assembled at Boswell,Ind., to witness
York to Europe is great.
vention of violence and crime affecting the life
and participate in a shooting tonrnament.A H&nl&n, of Canada, and Elliott, of England,
thus
find
employment
in their
or property within their respective limits beA preacher down in Georgia is the
thunder-stormcoming up, they took shelter in was contested on the river Tyne, in England, longs exclusively to the States, and the Federal
homes;
the men
the
most difficult
proud father of thirty-two children.
a lumber-shed. The shed was struck by lightin the presence of 100,000spectators, on the Government can only interveneto protectthe
part, and the
and children assist.
ning, instantly killing two men and fatally in16th
June.
Canadian
a State in the execution of its own laws for the
Naomi, the giddy young thing, was The price of labor in the town has adjuring three others, while quite a number were
walk-away,
disgust of purpose upon application of the Legislature or
more or less severely ininred....Nineper- the Britishers.The distance rowed was Governor,where the Legislature cannot be con- but 580 years old when she married.
vanced, and
laborers are scarce vened. supreme Court decisions are quoted in
sons, seven
them belonging to one three miles, which was covered
Prof. Wise and niece will make that at $1.25 a day.
the support of this position,and the following extract
family, were recently drowned
Dawinner in twenty-oneminutes and one second, from a letter of the present Secretaryof Stete whtle balloon journey to the North pole tokota Territoiy. The party were emigrating
thns beating the best previous time over a Attorney Generalunder a former adiniutstration, gether.
from Mills county,Iowa, and camped one night
Kingsley, a circus rider, died
minnte. . .News comes from South America sent by him to the Marshal of Florida on the 20ih
on the banks of Beaver creek. A cloud-burst
formerly performed in
Marquis
is writing a book lately.
that Gen. Goby has deposed the President of of August, 1868:
caused a sudden rise and overflow of the
“The specialduty and authorityin the execution about Canada, to be illustrated by his skirts,and was known to the public as
the republicof Paraguay, and seized upon the
stream, and before the nnfortnnate emigrants
of a process issued to you must not be confounded
Government himself.
Ella Zoyara. An effeminate form and
could escape they were overwhelmed and
with the duty and authority of suppressing disor- wife.
Eighteen
persons
were
killed
in
the
drowned by the rushing torrent
der and preserving the peace, which, under our
Tilton
provided a manner enabled him to sustain the deGovernment,belongs to the civil authoritiesof the
stories,
Saunders Kelly and William Adams, recent riots in Calatabiano, in Sicily,and sixty States, and not to the civil authoritiesof the United regular allowance for the support of his ception perfectly,
wonnded.
Seventy
arrests
were
made.
. .There
probably
fictitious
in
the
main,
were
Statia."
wife.
of Delavan, Minn., -were killed by well-damp.
The report continue*:
has
been
some
eccentric
weather
in
Europe
told
of
his
receiving
sentimental
overKelly descended the well) when he was overThe “Mutual Friend, ^ Frank Moul“To prevent the substitutionof the petty discrecome by damp. Adams followedto assist him lately,as well as In this country. Great floods tion o! snperaervit-eableFederal officials for the ton, is visiting Europe on a business tures from men who saw him ride. His
are
reported
in
Poland,
destroying
railroads
and met the same fate.
law. the soldierwith his bayonet for the civil offimarriage to a daughter of Bob Stickand suspending traffic.... Prof, fiosenkr&ntz, cer with his warrant, and other dangerous abuses errand.
ney
was about the first public revelation
/SOUTH.
the celebrated German philosopher, is dead.
Fair, the California
to which the recent experience of our country has
shown it to be liable,was the sole object and murderess, has invented a baby carriage of his sex.
would have been the only effect of the bill to pro
vent military interferenceat the polla, which the and sold the patent for $14,000.
Paaub, at Fort Smith, Ark., has sentenced to
The practice of strikingyoung girls
President found it impossible to approve.
be hung, Aug. 29, Henry Stuart and William
Clemens, brother of on the soles of their feet in the Turkish
"The third and finalobjectionoffered by the PreaiElliott for a murder committed in the Indian
[extra nuioif.)
dent to the bill is, to use hia own language, • its Mark Twain, and lately expelled from Sultan’s
has been abandoned,
Territory.
discrimination in favor of the Bute and against the an Iowa church for heterodoxy, was
In the Senate, on the 11th, the Committee on
but
blows
from
eunuchs
in charge of
national
authonty.*
Under
the
constitution,
the
A party of ten convicts at work on Appropriations reported back the Legislative,Exeditor.
accounts
Federal Government has not, and no law of Con- formerly
other portions of the
the Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley railroad, in ecutiveand Judicial Appropriation bill as passed gress can give it authority to preserve the peace in for it.
with light rods are still allowed.
State, either at the polla or elsewhere,
Chatham oounty,N. C., recentlymade a des- by the House, with a largo dumber of amendThe town of Albert Lea, Minn', was are required to dress in light clothing,
unless called upon by proper State authorities
perate break for liberty. They were fired upon ments, tbs aggregate effect cl which is to make it for that purpose under the circumstancesfor
named after
Albert Lea, the first half decollete being the rule,
in
f>y the guards, with deadly effect,four of them
conformsubstantially to the recently-vetoedbill which the constitution was provided. How,
who traversed that part of winter they are much exposed to colds
being shot stone dead and the others badly
therefore,there could possibly be a discrimination white
of the same title,dl vested of the political sections,
wounded.
against an authority that does net aud cannot ex- the State, and who is still alive— though aud lung diseases.,
and omitting, also, the appropriation for judicial ist, it is difficult to see, It is equally impossible
living in Texas— at the age of 80 years.
liii,. !
expenses contained in that measure, and all iuto discover how a distinct reservationof thepowfer
mulett of sal aritvithere!- proponed for the beueht of the Preeident to suppress sn insurrection
lectured in
At a meeting of railroad managers in of derks and bureau oiheen iu the varioua ex- against tbe Government ot a Htato at any ‘time or
Boston,
a
few
days
ago.
He
showed a
NEW YORK.
New York last week, freightrated were ad- ecutivedepartments.Mr. Hill, of Georgia, place when properly called qpon can bo
addressed [ the Senate at length, in reply •aid
98 25 ©10 00
derogate train the authority of giving away to old age, and bis utter- Bkktrb..* ........................
vanced 5 cents per 100 pounds on grain, fourth to Air. Blaine'slate speech.
The House, after a the United Htatea. There ia a single consideration
Hoob ................ .............4 00 © 4 50
ance
was
often
indistinct.
read
his
class, flour and live hoge from Chicago to New warm debate, passed the Democratic Caucus Army sufficientin itself to ahow that the fears exCorjoff ............................12340 13
8 40 0 8 75
York, and in equal proportions from all other Apuropriadon bill. A number of amendments
pressed by the President that thsbillwould subor- lecture while seated, his daughter guid- Fi-oon— Superfln*.................
were offered— including one rvdadug the army to dinate national to State authority were totally un- ing and prompting him whenever he Wheat— No. 2 .....................
1 05
points.
Ib.ouu men— and promptly rejected. Only bl votes
Cor.v—
.............
89
45
founded.but which seems singularlyeuotigh to
Returns to the Departmentof Agri- were recorded agalnat tne hill, to 1?* yeas. Mr. have escaped his observation.Under the law as it lost his place.
OATB-MixM ...................... 89
40
Stephens, from the Coinage Committee reported a
Rie— Wretern ..................... 00
63
now stands, aud has stood since 1793, the Presiculture indicate an increase in the area planted
following United States Sena- Pork — Mesa .......................
9 25 @10 80
bill for the adoption of the metric system dent is not bound to call for the niTitla. or to emwith cotton of somewhat over 2 per cent The of weights, measures »sd eoinags. which »a«
ploy the land or naval forces of the Unit- tors received only an academic educa- Lard .............................
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average condition is %. It was to last year. ordered printed and reco^mltied.'the bill ed States to suppress every riot or popular tion, never having attended college:
The average condition of winter wheat for previously passed by the Senate relatingto vinegar tumult in a State, althoughcalled upon by the Morgan, 6f Alabama ; Walker, of ArkanJune is .DO,- against 9S last year. The acreage factories was passed by the House. Mr. Carlisle Legislature or Executive fur that purpoae. If the
of spring wheat sown is about 4 per cent in- reported the bill diraetlugthe Attorney General to President should have reason to believethat force sas; Eaton, of Connecticut; Bayard, of
aujust or compiomise the claim of the United was not called for in g -od faith, to siinpressan in- Delaware; McDonald, of Indiana; Kelcrease over that of last spring.
statesunder the all! of Jo»eph 8. Lewie. Passed. surrection against theGovornmentotthe .-tate,but
Advices from the Mexican frontier This is the caae in which Lewie, formerly of Hobo- to be used for any purpose in any manner inimical logg, of Louisiana; Hamlin, of Maine;
ken, N. J., left au cut tle of shout f 1,UU0,UU0 to bs
to tint United States, it would not only be his right,
Chandler, of Michigan ; Ferry, of Michibring news that onr sister republic is in the applied to the leduction of the nations! debt. Mr. bat his datijr.to withhold it.”
gau ; Windom, of Minnesota; Saunders,
hnott,frora
the
JudlciaryCommtttoe,
submitted
the
enjoyment of an old-fashioned revolution.
Mr. Wallace,from the Conimitteoon Approreport of that committeeon the veto message ot the
of Nebraska; Rollins, 'of New HampNegrete, the General-in-Chief
of toe Army, has President. Printed and recommitted. The report priations,reported to the Senate, on the 12th, with"pronounced * against Diaz, and the latter has begins with an allualouto the dauger to be appro- ont amendment, the House bill making appropria- shire; McPherson, of New Jersey;
taken the field to suppress the rebellion, leav- bended from the presence of armed troops at the
Conkling, of Non York; Thurman, of
tions fof certain judicial expenses.Mr. Beck of
ing the Chief Justice, Vallarte, as administra- ballot-box,and says: ••Even tne antbor of the
fered
an
amendment,
In the nature of a substitute, Ohio; Pendleton, of Ohio; Wallace, of
tor of the Government It is also reported message under conalderatlou himaelf admit i that
Pennsylvania; Butler, of South Carothat Diaz has removed Trevino from his com- any military interferencewhatever at the polla is for the Legislative,Executive and Judicial ApproContrary to the spirit of our institutions, and priation bill. It waa orderedprinted.The bill Ima; Bailey, of Tenn&see; Harris, of
mand upon the frontier.
would tend to destroy the freedom of elections. continuing the pension of the Ute Gen.
Tennessee; Edmunds and Morrill, of
The proceedings and findings of the The present Congress, in the exercise of its un- Shields (9100
month) to his widow
doubted right to prescribe the purpose for which
Vermont; Cameron, of Wisconsin— 24.
court-martialin the ease of Col. D. 8. Stanley the land and naval forces of the Government and children, with an amendment grant
ing s pension of $50 a month to tbe widow Senators Jones, of Florida, and Bruoe,
and CoL W. B. Hazen, of which Gen. Hancock shall he naed, saw proper In making appropria- of the lata Fletcher Webster, waa passed. The
tlune for the support of the army to enof Mississippi, are self-educatedmen
was President,have bean made public. The act that it should not only be a clearlyunlawful, Army Appropriationbill was received from the
House. Mr. blsme addressed the Senate on the
court found 8'anley guilty of conduct to the
but penal, offenaefor any Federal officer to employ McDonald bill, his remarks consisting Tchi4fly of a
Delicacy of Mint Scales.
prejudice of good order and military discipline, troopa or armed men* It State elecuonsfor any
reply to the speech ofjfs. Hill, ot Georgia.— In
and sentencedhim to be adfaonishedin g&erai purpose whatever, excapt to repel.arraed enemies the House, a bill was reported from thp jCommittee
The fine gold-weighing scales made
orders by the General of the Army. ,
of the United States. Ihat bill the President re- •n Civil-Service Reform, prohibiting dffleers of,
in Philadelphia for, the New Orleans
turned to the House of Representatives without cUimanki against, or contractors under
political.
his signature.His reasonslor objecting to the
the United States from contributingmoney mint are marvels of mechanical invenJ?ill seem to have been these: Fir.t, that, iu hia
political purposes. The Senate bill tion and accurate Workmanship. The
The Iowa Republican Convention as- judgment,the repeal of the clause in question for
repealingthe jurors’ test oafh Va* called
sembled at the State capital Jane 11, and or- as unneewaary: second, beoausetet would "pro- up in the House, but the Republicansflllbastered larger of the two has a capacity of 10,hibit all civil officers of the United Siatee from
ganized by electing ex-8enator Harlan to pre- employing the only adequate civil force to to prevent action on the bill, refusing to vote on 000 ounces troy, or about 686 pounds
side. Gov. Gear and Lient Gov. Campbell enable them to preserve the peace and exe- the call for the previous question.— Fho Senate avoirdupois, md, when loaded tp its
Judiciary Committee has referred to the subwere nominated for re-electionby acclamation ; cute certain laws at Congressionalelections:*
committee. consisting of Messrs. Garland, Bay- full, weight, wifi indicate a variationof
Judge Beck waa renominated for Supreme and, third, because 1 the manner In which ard, conklingand Carpenter,an important
1*1,000 part of an ounce, or the M,the
repeal
waa
proposed
did
not
happen
It)
that
Judge, and Mr Von Ooelln for Superintendent
ensstion raised in ngard to Secretary McCrary’s
particularinstance to1 be in harmony with Execuof Public Instruction.
nomination for the Circait Jndgeshtp which is 000,000 part of its weighing capacity.
tive taste; and waa thereforeconsidered by the au/fie vacated by Judge Dillon next September. Another pair of scales is the one in*
The New Hampshire Legislature has thor of the message m lurnisllng a suitableocca- to
The novel questionIs whether a nomination can
tended for weighing gold only. It has
sion
to
deliver
to
the
House
of
Rejireneatatives
a
constitutionallybe confirmed to fill a vacancynot
chosen Henry W. Blair (Republican) as the
gratuitous lecture upon the methods in which it yet created,it at tbe same time It be stipulated hearings composed of the finest agates,
successorof Mr. Wadleigh in the United States should discharge its constitutionalfunctions.As
that the person so nominstedIs to continueto ocwhich have bepm ground with wonderful
Senate, for six yeerw from tne 4th of last the President has twice called the attentionof the cupy another office until tbs position to which he is
machine
Houae to these objections,the first two may be re- prospectivelysppointed rhall have actuallybecome precision. So delicate is
March.
ferred to hereafter,but with regard to the third it vacant by resignationor otherwise,The commit
that it will give the precise weight of a
*
la, perhaps, suffiebnt to ssy that the manner ia tee defer action upon Secretary McCrary's nomiwhich Congress chose to repeal the dauae in ques- nation until after they paas upon this general human hair, and is susceptible to the
The House ElectionsCommittee has tion waa not only in atrict conformityto tho con- question.
.
slightest atmospheric changes. Milldecided that the Iowa members of Congress stitutionand rules of the two houses respectively,
Tbe Legislative, Executive and Judicial Ap- ions of dollars’ worth of precious metbut justified by numerous precedentsin toe
are to retain their seats. There will, however,
annals of Federal legislation.Impressed propriation bill was passed by the Senate, on the als will be weighed annnally upon these
be four separate reports from the committee. with the importanceof removing the 18th Inst., with a number of amendments, which scales.— Vein Orleans Times.
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CH'CAOO.

Bxkvks- Choice Grafled Steers....4 60 @ 5 00
Cows and Heifer* ........2 65 @ 8 75

Medium to Fair ........ 4 (HI @ 4 80
Hoob ..............................
8 00 @ 8 95
Floor- Fancy White Winter Ex... 5 00 @ 6 25
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 8 80 @ 4 75
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............1 05 @ 1 06
No. 8 Spring .............
8*H."3 K3*

„

Oath— No. 2 ....................... 83 ($
Rye- No. 2 ........................ 62
Barley— No. 2 ......... . ......... 04
Bdtter— Choice Creamery ........ • 15
Eaos— Fresh ...........
JO
Poke— Meee .......................
9 85 @10

@
@
@

34
53
05
18

@

00
, 6)4

@

Lard .............................. 0

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No.

106

.........

1

................1 02
Corn-No. 8 ....................... 30
Oats— No. 9 ....................... 88
Rtk-No.1 ........................ 68
No.

Barley—

.....

2

No. 2...

Wheat-No. 2

@106
0

1 08
87
84
54
65

@
@
@
.................
04 @

OT. LOUIS.
Red Fall ............

1

10

11

@111

@

Corn— Mixed ..........
85
80
Oats-No. 2 ....................... 81)a@ 84
Bye... .............
.....
.....
oit
Pork— Meaa .................
......10 25 @10
...

^

..

6

Lard ..........

<§

0)4

CINCINNATI.

^

..........
15 ® 1
Corn ..............................
Oats. .. .w. •••••••••••••••••••••• jjj| ((5 8-1
Rye. ....jKl.
.....
....... 5®
54
Pork— Mm.... ...................
9 00 @ 0 Hi
Lard. »•••••••••;•••••••••••••••••• 0
6)4

Wheat

•

.......

@

...

@

TOLEDO.
Wheat— Amber

Michigan....,..... 1 II
No. IBed ...... .......... 1 18
Corn— No. 8 ....................... 88
Oats— No. 2....
83

@
@

@
@

1
18
1 14
89
84

DETROIT.
Flour— Choice ....................
5 85

Whrat-No. 1

White ..............

]

No. 1 Amber .............LOT)
Cobh— No. 1 ................ ......
Oats— Mixed ...... ......
87
Barlit (per cental) ............... 90
Pork-Msss .......................
10 00
EA8I LIBERTY, PA.
CATTix-Best .....................
5 00 @
Fair .............
4 80 @
Common ................8 75 @
*

1 (894

41 ^

..

Hooa ..............................
2 25
Sheep ..... ........................
8 36

@
0

5
4
4
4
4

75
75
0U
20
5U
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The new born zeal of the Prince

of

been used

by

Duke of Edinburgh

in

disease has

appeared in most

infected pilgrims.

The

THE LATE GEN. SHIELDS.

grows wise enough to aecept it: “In
each one of the 6,000 school districts
Interesting Beminlecenoes of the Old Vetthere must be schqols for whites and
favor of the bill for legalizing the mar- tie Punjaub, and the fear of the spread
eran.
schools for blacks,
umder
Gen. Shields once had a difficulty good teachers, be kept in operationnot
stage with a deceased wife’s sister is of the epidemic to Peshawur has induced
said to find inspiration in the wish of the authorities 'to remove the greater with Abraham Lincoln, which resulted less than nine months in the year"
in preparations for a duel. Shortly
the Queen that her daughter Beatrice portion of the garrisonthere. It is sugafter his return from th$ Mexican war,
THE 6:28 TRAIN. ~
should marry the widowed prince Louis gested that the Government might well aaswspaper in Illinois, where he lived,
BY BOB BURDETTE.
^ of Hesse and tike charge of the chil- consider whether it is not time to put published an article that displeasedhim
It
was
during
the reign of the good
dren of her deceased sister, the Princess an entire stop to those great religious very much. Ho called upon the editor,
Oaliph,
when
Abou
Ta$florlik came to
Alice. Any wish of the Queen is re- fairs, seeing that they almost invariably and said it was offensive,and insisted the city of Bagdad, threw his gripsack
upon
knowing
th3 name of the author.
garded as a command by all her chil- form centers whence pestilencespreads
The editor asked time to consider, and on the counter, and, as he registered,
throughoutthe country, and that .the meanwhile consulted Jlr. Lincoln, in- spoke cheerfully unto the clerk, saying
dren.
“A sample-roomon the first floor,
effectivesanitary control of the masses forming him that th« writer of the artiThe trial of the three International- of pilgrims assembled is almost im- cle was a young woman. “ Oh. I’ll set- and send my keyster upright away, and
ists, Innocenti,Colza and Franciolini,
tle that,” said Lincoln. “ Tell Shields call me for the 6 :28 train east in the
possible.
morning.”
I am personallyresponsiblefor it.”
accused of throwing Orsini bombs
And Baaler el Jab, the clerk, looked
This was enough for Shields,and he
among the crowd of mourners on the
The largest cultivated wheat farm on
immediately challenged Lincoln to at him, bnt went away to the mirror
occasion of the funeral ceremony of the globe is said to be the Grandin farm, mortal combat. Broadswords were and gazed at his new diamond.

Wales and

the

HOME DOCTOR.

cities of

which

Drink cayenne-pepper

tea for a cold.

May-weed blossoms,put
make a superiorliniment.

into alcohol,

'

>

_

Victor

:

Emmanuel at

Florence

on

the not far from the town

9th of February, 1878, whereby eight
persons were wounded, and again on
the 18th of November,1- among the
crowd forming a demonstration of rejoicing at the escape of

from

assassination

King Humbert

by

Passanante,

whereby seven persons were killed and
thirteen wounded, has resulted in their
being condemned to twenty-one years’
hard labor.

Fargo, Dakota. chosen as the weapons most likely to
It embraces some 40,000 acres, both place them on an equal footing. The
Government and railway land, and lies proceedings were conductedwith great
secrecy,' and, in order to have thfi
close to the Red river. Divided into
amusement to themselves a brushwood
four parts, it has dwellings, granaries, copse was chosen for the encounter.
machine shops, elevators,stables for 200 But friends had followed unobserved,
and came up in time to catch the belhorses, and room for storing 1,000,000
ligerents in the act of clearing a space
bushels of grain. Besides the wheat
for the fight by hewing down the brushfarm, there is a stock farm of 20,000 wood with their swords. The ludiacres. In seeding time, seventy to crousness of the thing was soon made
eighty men are employed,and during apparent,and the affair ended in good
harvest 250

of

to 300 men. Seeding

be-

Mrs. Hatch has for years been a con- gins about April 9, and continues
spicuous Spiritualmedium in Boston. through the month, and is done very
Her specialty is the production of flow- systematically, the machines following
ers from spirit sources. She gave a one another round the field some four
seance, a few evenings ago, at a private rods apart. Cutting begins about Aug.
residence.
as usual,

The

and

lights were extinguished 8, and ends the fore part of September,
the persons in the circle succeeded by the thrashing, with eight

were enjoined to hold fast to each steam thrashers. After thrashing the
other’s hands. Flowers were soon stubble ground is plowed with

dropped here and

there,

and

Mrs. great plows,

drawn by

three horses

Hatch began to explain how they had
and cutting two furrows, and this goes
beej* brought from distant places by
on until the weather is cold enough to
spirit hands. All the gas burners in
freeze, usually about Nov. 1. There
the room had been connected with an
are many other large farms in the Terriolectric lighting apparatus, and suddenritory. The average yield of the Daly the apartment was brightly illumikota wheat farm is from twenty to
nated. The medium was completely
twenty-threebushels per acre.
exposed. In her lap was a pile of flowMICHIGAN
ers, and she was caught in the act of
tossing them in the air.
A three-legged calf is a recent production of Pewamo.
An old veteran of the Mexican war
John Edmunds, a Kalamazoo mergives the Chicago News the following chant, has made an assignment.
list of the American Generals who
The engineers engaged in running
fought in all the campaigns, including the line for the proposed new railroad
from Detroit to Toledo reached Mon-oe
those on the Bio Grande and on the
last week.
mjtfch from Vera Cruz to the capital.
Mr. Evans, of Kalamazoo county,
He claims that Gen. Shields is the last convicted of too much matrimony, has
on the roll, which there is now no been sentenced to the Ionia prison for
^longer need of calling on this side of two years.
The Flint Riding Park Association
* the river of time: Lieut. Gen. Winfield
have
been making arrangements for
Scott, Maj. Gens. Zachary Taylor, Wm.

mm

And Abou Tamerlik hied him fbrth
and went into, ,the boothp and, bazars
and laid hold Upon the merchants, and
enticed them into his room, and spread
out his samples, and besought them to
buy. Ahd when night was come he
slept. , Because, he said, it is a dead
town, and there is no place to go.

And, before the second watch

on the panels of the door and
aloud

There was a great deal that was good
in Shields. He was downright. He
sympathized with Irish liberty, though
he came to this country when 9 years
of age. He was not drawn into any of
the military movements against England, because he looked upon them
with the vision of a practicalsoldier.
He wanted to see clearly more possibility of success than was ever made apparent to him. He was approached unsuccessfully for the purpose of getting
his aid in several movements, the result
of which proved the excellence of his
judgment. Yet his military education,
aside from that he got in the wars, was
self-education.He never attended any
military school.

He was fond of

telling

how he got

the nine bullets that he carried in his

body from the battles of Cerro Gordo
and Ohepultepec. The doctors, in order to clean the wounds, passed a

the

cried

:

“Oh, Abou Tamerlik, arise and dress,
for it is train

humor.

of

night, Rhumul em Uhp, the porter, smdte

And Abou

time.”

;

arose, and girt his raiment

about him, and hastened down stairs,
and crept into the ’bus.

And ho marveled that he was

so

he knew he went

to

sleepy, because

bed exceedingly early and marvelously
sober.
it

And, when they got to the depot, lo!
was the moil west, and it was 10 :25

p.

m.

And Abou Tamerlik swore and reached
for the porter that he might smite him,
and he said unto him
“ Carry me back to my own room,
and see that thou call me at 6 :28 a. m.,
or thou diest.”
And ere he had been asleep even until the midnight-watch,Rhumul em
Uhp smote again upon the panel of his
door, and cried aloud
“Awake, Abou Tamerlik, for the
time waneth, and the train stayeth for
no man. Awake and haste, for slumber
overtook thy servant, and the way is
long and the ’bus gonel”
And Abou Tamerlik rose and dressed
and girded up his loins, and set forth
with great speed, for his heart was
anxious. Nevertheless,he gave Rhumal em Uhp a quarter, and made him
carry his grip, and he cursed him for a
driveling laggard.
And, when he was come to the train,
itwasll:46p. m., and it was a wayfreightgoing south.
:

:

In cases of ivy poisoning, bathe the
parts with sweet spiritsof niter.
Rub sprains, bruises or lameness with
a paste made of salt and the white of
an egg.

For

burns, bind ‘bn moistened bak-

soda. It will give prompt and
manent relief.

ing

per-

Ivy Poisonino.-i-I.A decoctionof the
fresh bark of witch hazel

(Hafnamelis

Virffiniana),applied as hot ak it can
be borne, never fails to cure in two or
three applications. 2. Take the com-

mon smartweed which grows around
farmhouses and make strpng tea of it;
drink it freely, and also blithe the parts
afflicted with this tea. v 3. One-half
ounce of salts of tartat, dissolved in
two ounces of water and applied to the
affectedparts several times daily, will
effect a cure.

Esmarch’s Treatment pF Cancer.—
Give Fowler’s solution, one drop three
times a day for throe days.theU increase
the dose by one drop every three days
till intoleranceof the remedy follows.
Apply the followinglocally: Arsenions
acid and muriate morphia, each 0.250
gramme; calomel 2.00, grammes; powdered gum- Arabic, 12.00 grammes; mix.
At first sprinkle only a little upon the
ulcer, gradually increasing the quantity
to a teaspoonful. This overcomes the
odor, causes a hard eschar to form, and
healthy granulationtakes place.

and Digestion.— All
that a lump of ice in a glass of
water melts very slowly; but, it divided
into pea-sized pieces and stirred round,
it is melted with many times greater
rapidity,each piece being dissolved
from without inwards, and the surface
exposed to the. water being multifold
greater. Bo it is with the food in the
stomach, the juices of which develop
for the purpose of reducing it to liquid
form, to prepare it for yielding its nourishment to the system ; the more numerj
ous the pieoes, and the smaller, the
greater will be the amount of surface
exposure,and the more rapidly will it
be dissolved ; henco the reason for chewing the food well.
Mastication

know

handkerchief clear through his body.
He used to tell a story of a forlorn
Liniment Receipes.—I.Fora family
hope that he led during the Mexican
liniment for general use in all cases
war in order to reheve some English
where liniment is desired, sprains,
ladies,who were suffering privation and
boils, sore-throat,headache, earache,
indignities in the City of Mexico. With
etc., etc., take chloroform,iodine, oil of
a small company of kindred spirits, he
origanum, spirits of ammonia and tinctpenetrated to the heart of the city and
ure of opium, equal parts; cork tight,
released the sufferers,Who were quarand shake well. 2. One ounce oil sastered in the American camp until the
safras; one ounce oil hemlock; one
city was taken, and they were restored
ounce oil cedar; one ounce camphor
to their homes. Gen. Scott repriAnd Abou Tamerlik fell upon Rhu- gum; two ounces cayenne pepper; one
manded him for this, but in such a
plight way that it did not prevent liis mul em Uhp, and smote him, and treat- ounce laudanum ; three quarts alcohol.
ed hhn roughly, and said
To be used where any liniment may be
promotion.
“
O
pale-gray
ass
of
all
asses,
the
applied. ' Dose, one to two teaspoonfuls
Early in the late war, Gen. Shields
Prophet
pity
thee
if thou callestme in half-tumbler water. 3. Alcohol,
friends
sought
to
raise
an
Irish
brigade
holding two days’ races at their park
O. Butler, J. A. Quitman, G. J. Pillow,
for him. Chief Justice Daly and others once more before the 6 :28 a. m. east.” one ounce; spirits turpentine, sulphuric
July 4 and 5.
And he gat him into his bed.
Brevet Maj. Gen. Wm. J. Worth, Brig.
ether, chloroform, laudanum and gum
Lightning struck the hotel and sa- were foremost in bringing him out and
Now,
when
sleep
fell
heavily
upon
camphor, of each half air ounce: oil of
organizing
the
brigade.
He
arrived
Gens. D. E. Twiggs, Stephen Kearney, loon kept by William Susela, of ParisAbou Tamerlik, for he was sore dis cloves, one-fourthounce. This linilate
from
California,
with
the
underFranklin Pierce, John E. Wool, Thos. ville, Huron county, recently, partly destanding that he was to be given the couraged, Rhumul em Uhp kicked ment is also good for internal pains,
L. Hamer, J. E. Cadwallader, Persifer molished the building and killing the
comm and. Meanwhile Thomas F rancis fiercelyagainst the panels of his door, as colic, pain in the stomacn, etc.
proprietor.
F. Smith and James Shields.
Take from ten to thirty drops in
Meagher hod been acting as General, and said :
Belding and Smyrna are about two
“ O Abou Tamerlik, the drummah, sweetened water, and repeat every
and, although he gave Gen. Shields a
miles apart, but until recently the mails
awake and dress with all speed. It is twenty to thirty minutes until reRussia seems to have the highest between those two villages were deliv- grand dinner and reception, showed no
dispositionto give up the command. night in the valleys, bnt the day-star lieved. 4. One egg beaten light,
death rate of any country that collects ered by a roundabout route of about
Shields was much disappointed,and by shines on the mountains. Truly the half a pint spirits turpentine, half a
mortalitystatistics. The report of the fifty miles.
no means appeased with the command train is even now due at the depot, but pint good apple vinegar. Shake well
Besides
good
fishing
Grand
Haven
before using.
of a brigade under Banks, that was the ’bus is indeed gone.”
Medical Bureau for the year 1877 has
can boast cf a pair of twins who soon given him. He gained, however, the
And
Abou Tamerlik the drummah
but recently been published, and it
Ague Cure.— A never- failingremedy
intend to celebrate their 82d birthday— credit of winning about the only battle swore himself awake, and put on his
for ague in the breast is to wear a very
shows that in a population of 80,000,000 Mr. R. Koornian and Mrs. Hester Van
credited to Banks— the battle of Win- robes, and hastened to the depot, while small bag filled with alum. It must be
the deaths of the year were at the rate Der Meiden, two hale old Hollanders, chester. He had a pet project of cap- Rhumtil emUhp the porter went before
worn continuallywhile nursing a child.
turing StonewallJackson, but com- with a lantern.
of from thirty to fifty per thousand. twin brother and sister.
A neighbor has practiced it for the
For it was pitch dark and raining like
Birmingham Eccentric : Two worth- plained bitterlythat, just as his plans
The ravages of diphtheriaput it first in
period of twenty years, and is now nursless dogs played havoc with Ed Beards- were about maturing, he was ordered, a house afire.
ing the sixth child. After the birth of
the list of diseases;next comes typhoid
And when they reached the depot it
lee’s sheep on Sunday morning last, by Gen. McDowell, to retreat.
this last child, she did not at first think
fever, and next small-pox. There are and out of twenty- one fine sheep eight
Gen. Shields was five feet eight inch- was a gravel train going west, and the of using the alum until reminded of it
about 14,000,000 sectariansin Russia were killed, seven wounded, and one es in height, of compact build, and in clock in the steeple tolled 2 a. m.
by her husband one day, when she imAnd Abou Tamerlik fell upon Rhuhis youth had dark hair. His eyes were
who do not allow vaccination, and this missing.
mediately had a bag made, holding
Gov. Croswell has appointed the dark and piercing, and gave him a wild mul em Uhp the porter, and beat him about a large thimbleful of the alum,
accounts for the large mortality from
following Michigan delegates to attend look to strangers,He was very atten- all the way home, and pelted him with
and attachedit to a string,suspended it
small pox. As to the typhoid, it is the conventionin New York, to aid in
tive to women, and fond of paying them mud, and broke his lantern, and cursed
about her neck, slipping it down next
called in Russia “ hunger typhus,” for organizing the World’s Fair projected compliments. He made long visits to him. And he got him to bed and slept.
the skin between the breasts. She now
Now, when Abou Tamerlik awoke the
its greatestravages are always in the for 1880 in that city : J. D. Hayes, W. friends in New York and throughout
washes in cold water, and does all manO. Hughart, A. C. Potter, R. E. Trow- the country. He was once dining at sun was high, and the noise of the
ner of imprudent things, such as hangfamine-strickendistricts.
bridge
the house of a prominent citizen of street car rattled in the street. And ing up clothes, bare-headed,bare-armed,
his heart smote him, and he went down
Smith Radcliffe, of the town of New York, whose wife, a member of a
but has had no return of ague. A
Baron Huddleston, an eminent Enstairs, and the clerk said to him
Woodstock, Lenawee county, was found staid old Dutch family, did not relish
number of others to our knowldge have
“O Abou Tamerlik, live in peace. It
glish J udge, recently took occasion to lying on the railway track with eleven Gen. Shields’ reticence about his domesused it with the same good results.
say from the bench that it was an un- holes in his skin— principally about the tic relations.She took occasion to is too late for breakfastana too early This simple remedy is indeed worth
for dinner; nevertheless, it won't make
being known by the masses of the
doubted fact that a woman told a lie head, and presumably made with the speak out bluntly on one occasion, proany
difference in the bill.”
posing u the health of Gen. Shields and
very much better than did a man, and hoe which was found near him. His
“And Abou Tamerlik the drummah people, when we consider how much
brother in-law, James Cooley, is charged his wife.” Some of his military associsome women suffer with this distressing
with very much better effect. It was a
ates present were quite surprised to sought Rhumul em Uhp, the porter, and sickening complaint.
with doing the hoeing.
and caught him by the beard, and said
remarkable circumstance that when a
The Sherman House, in Flint, took learn that he was married, but the unto him
woman was determinedto say what was fire the other night by the explosion of good matron carried her point, and in
A MhllUt Outrage.
“O chuck el edded pupl [which is
this semi-public way took the oppora
lamp.
The
flames
spread
with
great
untrue, she said it in a .much better
A Russian merchant has been the
tunity to warn some of her maiden lady * Thou that sleepest at train-time’] why
victim of one of the most diabolical of
manner than a man. Whether this was rapidity— guests and employes losing friends not to lose their hearts. Gen. hast thou forgotten me?”
all their personal effects and barely esAnd Rliumul em Uhp was angry, and Nihilist outrages. Paul Fufajeff redue to a man feeling that his dignity
Shields leaves a wife and family »t Carcaping with their lives. The fire was
ceived a notice signed by the “Revolusaid:
was to a certain extent offended by re- finally checked, but the building, owned rollton, Mo. One son is 19.
tipnary Commit ee,” in which a sub“O
Abou
Tamerlik
the
drummah,
He was a man of great physical en•courae to untruth, he did not know; by O. B. Flanders,was damaged to# the
scription of 40,000 rubles “for the use
durance, and yet did not seem to take hlfety in speech and slow to think,
of
the secret National Government”
that was a metaphysical question into extent of $4,000. James Hurley, procare of himself. He would eat and wherefore shouldst thou get up at daywhich he would not enter; but it was prietor of the hotel, loses almost the drink almost anything, and work as long break, when there is another train goes was demanded of him, the sum to be
deposited by him at a certain place inentire hotel stopk, valued at $6,000.
as there was work to do. As a conver- the same way to-morrow morning?” _
certain that a woman told a story much
Both losses are fully covered by insurBut Abou Tamerlik would not heark- dicated by the 2d of May atf the latest,
sationalist he was a marvel. He seemed
more logically, and, if it was untrue, ance.
nnder penalty of death.m dase of deen unto him, but paid his bill, and hired
A fire at Jackson, one day last to remember everything he ever read. a team and a man to take him to the fault. Fufajeff remained undecided
held to it much more pertinaciously and
He was fond of Burns, and was born
whether to pay the monev or hand over
with much more the appearance of truth week, c.ompletely destroyedBennett, sufficientlyfar north in Ireland to have next town. And he hired the team at
Knickerbocker& Co.’s flouringmills,
the anonymous letter to the police. At
the livery stable, and he cursed the
than a man could.
Allen Bennett’s planing-millsand lum- some of the air of Scotland wafted house that he put up at.
10 o’clock on the forenoon of the 2d he
over
to him. He had no petty national
ber office, James L. Needen’s cigar-box
went
oat, and then, for the first time,
Now, the livery stable belonged to the
Cholera has been making fearful factory, the Smith Pnrifier Company’s feeling that would prevent Ins admir- landlord, all the same. But Abou Tam- determined to appeal to the police for
ing a poet of another nationality.
advice and asmstanep.H%nUjr, how^havoo among the pilgrims returning factory, Daigs & Son’s carpenter shop,
erlik the drummah wist not that it was
and five oars of wheat and flour on
ever, had he ^ved;k ;thte|ieighhot->
so;
from the Hurdwar fair, and is being
has
hood of the nearest police station when
side-track, the property of Bennett, » The LouisvilleCourier-Journal
spread by them through Northern India. Knickerbocker & Ca, besides damag- been anveetigatingthe cOTdxJioii Otthe rp ^ North Carolina journal says it is he received a violent blow on the head
It is asserted that between 20,000 and ing several dwelling-houses adjoining. public schools in Kentucky, and reaches nofca little remarkablethat while the with an iron bar, which struck Him ill
•30,000 iiillmen from the Himalayan dis- The loss to Bennett,' Knickerbocker & the startling condusion that over half New England Aifl-ojrfiefrsand^ their senseless to the ground. The assassin
Co. is $125,000; insured for $75,000; the children of school age are without employes ar4 constantly ' in trouble immediatelydisappeared, taking with
tricts, near Nynee Tal, died on their
Allen Bennett, $25,000; insured for instruction of any kinjl, while the about wages, the Southern mills are all him 40,000 rubles which Fufajeff had
homeward journey. Several cases, most $15,000; Smith Purifier Company, schools are in many cases' poor and the
running, everything is harmonious, in his pocket.
-of them fatal, appeared among the Fif- $25,000; insured for $11,000; box-fac- terms brief where they are kept up at wages are good, and dividends are up
Mbs. Lawrence makes speeches in
teenth Hussars almost immediately after tory and carpenter-shon,$1,000 each; all. The leading paper of the State has to the average in the North.
the streets of Norwich, abusing the
small insurance.The loss by the burn- the frankness to confess the disgracetheir arrival at Meerut from Candahar,
There was a falling off in boppophagy clergy and violently assailingChristing of the dwelling-houses is small; to fulness of the showing, and calls for imand it is supposed that the outbreak is
the Michigan Central railroad, on carp mediate and thorough reform. It lays in Vienna last year. There were 3,770 ianity. Her tongue is long and active,
due to some men having traveled from burned, unknown. The fire originated down this platform, and a new era for horses slaughtered for food, against and she can always command large audiences.
Mooltan in railway carriages which had in the engine-room of the planing-mill. Kentucky will open when the State 4,056 the previous year.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, June 21. 1379.

THE RErOBXSD OHUROH.

Having missed the paper of the 10th
Inst., we can only give what it snys in its
issue of the lllh, about the debate on
Hope College, as follows:
“The debate on Hope College matter
was resumed by Judge Danfortb, who
recited the action of the committee, and

Boot & Kramer.

rememberedhow

OO TO

THE

CHEAP CASH STORE

We

reepectfnllfInvite the attention of onr cltl
to the atock of goods which wr have opened
one door ewt of K. Van der Veen's hardware siore,
and the prices for which we offsr them.

zen»

*

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Laundry and

Toilet,

Soaps, etc., etc.

indignantly repelled the charge of being
an executioner.He

FOR BARGAINS

New Stock! New Store!

M32TINO OF THE GENERAL SYNOD
or

FIRM!

the

Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
graduates of Union College were advised, expert Jpdges. Fine Candles, Tobaccos and
Cigars,
Toys, Notions, Flowsr Pols, Hanging
when they had not much to say, to keep

e. j.

H^E^RinsrcrTonsr,

Baskets In great variety.

on talking,and be thought that Dr. Phelps
had obeyed that Injunction.Having

little

opportunityto talk on any merits of the

and

case, the Dr. had attacked the Synod

ALL CHEA(PFC(B CASH.
Give ns a

duction in

erate and tender treatment of Dr.
the Faculty of

Hope College. Rev.

Handy followed,but the

C.

P.

hour

'

season. All wool

No trouble to Show

and

Goods.

“The Treasureris

find

Wm.

Holland, Mich., June

1870.

21,

also directed to

ProfessorsCrispell and Scott

from the lime

interest

pay
due

their accounts were

audited.”
“The

final struggle on the

MILS WANTED.

the overwhelming vote
mittee’s report. It is

to

adopt

now

ply dnring the next ten days to
J. HBLLENTHAL.
Fillxori,June 10, ISIS.

the

LOST,

BOW

25c

Dexter Sui’-

Linnen Dusters, Ulsters and

All

In my Grocery DepartmentI

keep the

variety. Ladies’ Hoisery from 5c up

line

pair.

I

to

65c per

have also 60 pairs Ladies’ Serge Shoes

at

of Sugars,

Coffees, Spices, Caudles and

Cigars.

to be closed out at $1.00 per pair. 40 pairs

Salt white

$1.00, and

fish,

Trout and Mackeral. I

am

sellingWhite Lime at $1.00 per Barrel.

still

!

edlt,°n °r
SAY on the rodleo/curs (without mediclne) of Spermatorrhoea
or Seminal

tled that the first care of the Church is to

still

best 40c and 50c Japan Tea in the City; also a fine

VoL^IWILL’ * neW

definitely set-

goods marked in plain figures and war-

ranted just as represented.

the finest $2.50 Men’s Calf Boot in the city.

com-

assortment

Sheeting Bleached and Unbleachedin endless

Misses’ Bulton Kid Shoes to be sold

RESTORES

a fine

of Straw and Felt Hats.

in all grades and prices from 25c to 90c per yard.

'T'HE owners of milch cows, residing In the vlclnJL Hy of the Fillmore Cheese Factory, are hereby notlfledthat Nr. Lamp it ready to purchase all
the milk, and Is ready to make contracts to that effect. Anybody wishing to make contracts can ap-

msoofi! BOV

Suits at $3.50 and $4.50.

$2.50 Silk Serge in (be city. Linen Tablecloths

Hope College

question came to a close in the evening in

and a fine all wool suit for $11.00. Boy’s School

In Parasols we offer the best value In $2.00 and

of ad-

:

for Ike balance of the

suiting 25c, formerly 85c. Bro-

ings 8c, formerly 12c.

remarks were postponed.”

In the issue of tho 12th we

Goods

Suits $3.00 to $7.00. A flue Worsted Suit at $7.50

caded Dress Goods 15c, formerly

BOOT & KRAMER.

journment arrived, and the remainder of
his

all Dress

big re-

goods and Prices.

the Synodical Committee. Such action
was not warranted in view of the consid-

A

500 piece* of fust colored prims at 6c.

and you will be pleasedwith

trial

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilbolding the restoration of theology in epsy and Kiisluaucedby self-Indnlgeuceor sexual
abeyance until the collegiate departments extravagance.Ac.

I

am

selling Ready

made

Eastern Salt at $1.25. Lath and Shingles,

Clothing cheaper

always on hand.

than any House on the east shore. Men’s Colton

Corn, Oats and Potatoes, wanted.

place Hope College in a firm position,and

Eighth Street,

Holland, Michigan.

jy

Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.
Tho celebrated author, in this admirableKssay,
are placed in security.Only one dissentclearlydemonstrates, from a thirty years'successing voice was heard when this motion was ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
put. It was also provided that
the self-abuse may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of internal medicine or the application
above result shall be reached an effort of the knife, pointingout a mode of cure at once
simple, certain and effectual, bv means of which
shall be earnestly made to put theology
every sufferer, no matter what nls condition may
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radxupon a similar
tally.
Rev. Messrs. Handy,
der Menlcn
IST This Lectnre should bo In the hands of
youth and every man In the land.
and others urged the above action, and every
Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope,to any ad
the settlement of this question in this way dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
will be a source of great satisfaction as
Addressthe
19-ly

'I!

foundation.

.

Van

Publishers,

well

as

advance the interests of the

col-

Tit

lege.”
41

On the

following and last

day

I

Commencement exercises for the
Theological Seminary.The Gardner A.
for

is increasing and a catalogue

is to be issued. Tne zeal and liberality
of the Holland brethern and their desire to
secure a sound religious instruction is recognized, and entertains the hope that the

TO

Sfl.fltX)

a

year,

own

your

locality.No

j

fail to make money fast, Any
one can do the work. Yon can make fromhOcts.
to $2 an hour by devoting your evenings and spare
time to the business.It costs yon nothing to try
the business. Nothing like it for money making
ever offeredbefore. Business pleasant and strict
ly honorable. Reader, if you want to know all
about the best paving business before the public,
scud us your address and we will send you fhll
particulars and private terms free; samples worth
$5 also free; you can then make rp your mind for

above. No one can

way

of a

TheologicalDe-

Portland,

Maine.

,

HMy

partment will be removed. The constitution of

Hope College is

MWALTEREIISIE

ratified,except

that the choice of President by the

Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
ei ve full power claimed. The
Engine and boiler complete,
including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low

Council

Is to be subject to the confirmationby

General Synod.
The Synod expresses

itself

hearty sympathy with the
the

AlbenusC. Van

as being

effort to

in

endow

price of
.1

Itaalte Professorship,

44
0V

and encouragesthe Western brethren in
this

“
“

"
"

242.00
....... 283.00
....... 343.5Q

CO.,
Springfield,Ohio.

49-ly

presented a memorial,
is still

President of

A

WEEK

your own town, and no capl
tal risked. You can give tho business a
trial without expense. The best opportunCollege, and so far from allowing silence
ity ever offeredthose willingto work. You
to be construed as concurrence in the should try nothing else mull you see for yourself
what you can do at the business we offer. No room

claimingthat he

Hope

in

Synod’s action, claims the right to main- to explain here. You cun devote ail your time
tain his claim. The memorial was laid on or only yonr spare time to the business, and make
great pay for every hour that you work. Women
the table. The roll was then called, the make as much as men. 8end for special private
minutes read, and after u few parting words

from the President,the Synod adjourned

terms and particulars,which we mail free. $5
Outfit free. Don’t complainof hard times while
you have such a chance. Address H. HALLETT
A CO., Portland,
19-ly

Maine.

with prayer and the benediction.”

We

regret that we have been unable to

MORTGAGE SALE.
pxEPAULT having been made in

the conditionsofa certain mortgage, bean mr date
the
29th
day
of
May.
A.
I).
1872,
executed
by Galen
which our people have a deep interest
Eastman, of the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa
The above extracts are taken from the County,and Slate of Michigan, to Walter Wright,
the Cliy of Chicago, County of Cook, and Bute
Newark Advertiser,and we have taken from of
of Illinoia. and recorded In tho office of the Rega great mass of inteiestingmatter only that ister of Deeds, for the County of Ottawa, in the
State of Michigan, ou the first day of June. A. D.
what pertained to Hope College.
1872, in Liber X of mortgages, on page 402, which
said mortgage was for a valuable consideration,
duly assignedby Thomas Lyman and Lewis D.
Webster, executors of the estate of the aald Wal-

obtain complete reports of the debates, in

fPditM §m\.

U

ter

of

a

A

gndse

I

etc.

GARDEN

)

Sta.

MO.

Monday, the Eighth day
A. D. 1879,

Probate Order.

xt

of

September

said day, at the front door of the Ottawa Comity
County of Ottawa, ss. Circuit Court House, In the city of Grand Haven,
At a session of the Probate Court of the County in said county of Ottawa,(said court house being
of Ottawa,holdcn at the Probate Office, in the the buildingIn which the circuit court for the
City of Grand Haven, in said county,on Tues county of Ottawa is held.) by virtue of the power
day. the twenty-seventh
day of Maj\ In the year of sale in said mortgage contained, said mortgage
one thousand eight hundred and sevunty-nine.will be foreclosedny a sale at public auction (or
Present: Samuel L. Tate. Judge of Probate.In vendue) of the premises describedIn said mortthe matter of the estate of Wlllemina 8. Trliape. gage. or. so much thereof as may he necessary to
satisfy the amount due on said mortgage, for prlnOn reading and filing the petition duly verified, cipal and Interest,and legal costs, together with
of Jan Trimue.executor of said estate,represent-an attorney'sfee of twenty five dollarscovenanted
lug that said estateIs fully administered, and In a for therein; that Is to say, the following piece* or
condition lor final settlement, and praying that a parcels of land (together with the tenements,her
day may be appointed lor examining his final ac- editament*and appurtenancesthereuntobelongcount, and that said account may be allowed and ing) situated In the City of Holland,County of
ho discharged from further trust. Thereupon It is Ottawa, nnd State of Michigan at.d partlculaiiy
ordered, that Xueadajr tha First day of described, as: Lot numbered three, and that part of
July next, at one o’clockIn the afternoon, be lot numbered two which Is bounded on the north,
..e a. i,i p..(,i„« nn,, ftouth. and west sides by the north, south and west
fhlt thl
Iltu‘8 °r •'“‘d lo1 antl 1" bounded on the east side by
Lnd «
8 lino running parallel with the west line thereof,
Ute are^JImSS
• Um.lon Rn'1 len feet 0iwt from it. All In Block F of the

deceased.

t

tho
fn J

fhHtiJ

J

ra.nVtrt,n x.
in Grand Haven, in said County,and
is,

bate office,
show cause tf any there be. why the prayer of
JJdtu(1’
A' U'I1A8i?'Kv(lI
,unr/nnnM
petitionershould not be granted: And it is fur- , r
_ AtlnrM
ther ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the I J' C' PoBT' attorney for Mortgagee.1, -13w
persons Interestedin said estate,of the pendency
of said petitionand the hearing thereof, by causing a copy of this order to be published In the
"Holland Citt News,” a newspaper printed and tmpwedPortiMe
circulatedIn said County of Ottawa, for throe successive weeks previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest)SAMUEL L- TATE.
1ft—
Judge of Probate.

o'clock In the afternoonof that day, at the
Root door of tho Court House, in the City of Grand
Haven, County of Ottawa, and Bute of Michigan,
(that being the place where the CircuitCourt for the
Fresh Strawberries can be had every day County of Ottawa Is holden), there will be sold at
at G. Von Putien
Sons’ Grocery store, public vendue, to the highest bidder, the lands and
premises situateIn the County of Ottawa and State
on River
18-tf
of Michigan,describedIn said mortgage,or so
much thereof as may be necessaryto satisfy the
amount due on said mortgage aa above specified,
with Interestthereon at ten per cent., and all legal
costs, together with an attorney fee of ten dollsrs,
as provided for therein; said premises being described as follows,to-wit: The northwest fracHENDRICKS-BAAS— At Chicago, III., on Satur tional quarter, also the east half of the southwest
quarter of section twenty-nine(99), in township
day, Jane Hat, 1879, Mr. William Hendrick*, of
eight (8). north of range sixteen (16) west, containChicago, III., and Ml** Nellie Baas, of Hollaid, ing 98665-100acres, more or leas, according to Government survey; excepting the northeast quarter
Michigan.
of the southwestquarter of aald section, heretofore released from said mortgage by the original
mortgagee, and will not be sold.
Gran;. Haven, March 18, 1879,
OLIVER A. WHITNEY, Auig** of Mortgage
Lowing A Coosa. Attorneys for Assignee. 8 18w

street.
ppamed.

pvfdiseraetttjs.

the

Mtty

p

gypp

Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, Candies, Etc.
Call for anything you don’t see.
P.

Holland, April

is hereby given that default hat been
made in the conditions of a certain mortgage
made and exeented by Ira A. Livingston ami
.
Thomas
Knowles of Ottawa County, Michigan,
lie' '
of
the firstpart, lo James Charles, lateof Kent Cottnty, Michigan,
now deceased, of the second part,
itgi

lx

.....

GRIST and

and beauty.”

“There

_

Hop Bitters.”
“That low, nervhus fever, want of
sleep and weakness,calls for Hop Bituse

ters."

of July, A. D. 1879*
ten o’clockin the forenoon, tt the front door of
the Circuit Court house in the Olty of Grand Haven, in the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, that being the place of holding the Circuit
Court for said County. Said premises are deacribeq
Save 50 per cent, by grinding feed.
In said mortgage as all that certain place or parcel
of land situate,lying and being In Ottawa County
A SMALL’CDSTOMMILL IN EVERY VILLAGE and State of Mlchlvan and described as the
west quarter of the northeastqnartrr of •ctlon
AND TOWN.
six (6), town seven \1) north,
r°ortw“ '’li
west, containing forty (40) acres, be tho »*ms more
WHAT THEY SAY OF THEM,
or ItfsB. Also all that portion of the north part of
the southeastquarter of the northeast qusrter as
Cedar Falls, Iowa, Mireh, 1877.
maybe conUlued within the N^ris dcs^J^d as
$20 clean profit dally with oar 2»lneh mill. Only follows: commencingat the northwMt wraer of
4-horse
J. W. STOWE.
the south-Mt quarter of the northeast j£rteraf
said aection six (8), thence east »!onE the north
City Grain Elevator, Dayton.O., Dec. 14, '60.
line of said southeast quarter of noruteast
Your 20-Inch mill •‘beata”our 4 foot stone on quarter to tho Grand Haven or Wvw road; thence
j eitherwfteat, meal or
J. DURST, Prop.
•umthnaatoriv along
alone the center
center line
of ™
said
southeasterly
tins o.
a road
re«u
Danville, R. R. Kiev. Chicago. Jan. 25. 1877.
We average a ton of meal per hour on onr 94-tnch
•tene. Has ran fonr years. Verv satisfactory.

1

Bop Gough Ourt and Pain Rtliif li

Sun

and Oniap.
For Sale by J. O. Doesbarg.
Pleasant,

THE WORLD'S BALM.
D.

Twenty-ninth day
at

of

recommend Hop Bitters.Test them.”
“Health is beauty and joy— Hop Bil-

nerves unstrung, the muscles weak,

FEED MILLS

and tho note accompanyingthe same there is
claimed to be due for principal and Interest,at
this date, the sum of two hundred and fifty-nine
dollarsat.d seventy-twocents, and also the sum of
fifty dollars, the attorneyfee provided for in said
mortgage in case of foreclosure. That no suit dr
proceeding at law or In equity has been institnted
for the recovery of said debt or any portion thereof, That by virtue of the power ol sale in said
mortgage contained and the statuteIn snchcase
made and provided said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the land describedtherein to
satisfy said mortgage debt and interestthereon at
the rate of seven per cent, per annum, and said attorney fee and costs of safe, at pnbllc auction or
vendneto the highest bidder on Tnaodajt the

Farmebs and Stock Men

“Don’t physic and physic, for it weakens and destroys, hut take Hop Bitters,
that build up continually."
’Physicians of all schools u*e and

are more cures made with
Hop Bitters than ail other medicines.”
“When the brain is wearied, the

lor Dress.

WARRANTED BEST AND CHEAPEST

need."

lers gives health

borvice. Opcu

WRYBURN’8 ALTERATIVE BYRUP.

power.

feed.

r

KANSAS.

talks,

D.l,d.APrUu>,A.fiLlMoHUBMRD

J

.

C.

RICHARDS, &

CO., Chicago, III.
BDlLDIRft or

RHEUMATISM,

Y.

riM

EDWARDS A CO.
•
Champaign. HI., March 6th, 1878. aid west line to the
acres more or less, according to the United otatea
60buibola per hoar ona80-luoh mill, an "Old
nrvey— together with the tenements,heredltaMiller"
F. B. 8ACKBTT,
menti and appurtenancesthereuntobelonging or
Millerfor T. Doty A Co
In any wise appertaining or thereuponsituated.

A MONTH guaranteed.$11 a day at
home made by the Industrious.Capitol
not required;we will start you. Men,
q/ v V v women, beys and girls make money faster
Grain Elevator^ Steam Engines, Corn
at work for as than at anything else. The work is
Shelters,Ac. .
light and pleasant,and such as anyone can go right
2,000,000.0(0
acres of land for sale by the Atchl
at. Those who ora wise who see this notice will son, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located In Dropsy, Erysipelas, Scrofula, SecendarySyphilis.
send as their addresses at once amt see for them- Fouthcrn Kansas,— the garden of the continent. Gravel, Diabetes, and all diseases la which the
end jwamM—Tnn
selves. Costly outfit and terms freo. Now is the For Informstionin regard to these lands; and how blood Is Implicated, Is now offered to the public. I
_ IIkvkjiu In: Dorr
time. Those already at work are laying up large to reach them call on or address
Sold by all Retail Druggist*, and (wholesale only) dtnlnl
rCCxCi
sums of money. Address TRUE & CO.. Agusta,
THE WEYBURN MEDICINE CO. P. O. Box | H0u»$;3(:aRH
HOu.f .-.i.ARHper week
vwk to«C.utl* me or travaHnc.
J. C. POST.
Maine.
bujAitiqngnow. Address, Tho Devetly CXl, Chicago.
19-ly
Agent for Ottawa County, Mich. 338, Rochestur. N.
l-36w
L.

* -

bearing date the sixteenth day of July, A. D. 1873,
and received for record in the office of tho Register
of Deed* tf Ottawa County, Michigan,on the
twenty-fifthday of February, A. D. 1874, at elgct
o’clock in the forenoon and there recorded in liner
number 3 of mortgage*on page 28. Tbat Olive u.
Hubbard, formerly Olive O. Charles, and widow of
said James Charles, deceased, is now the holder
and owner of said mortgage,It having been turned
over to her by the Judge of Probate of Kent County, Michigan, under the provl*ion*of
chapter 156
of the Compiled Laws of the State of Michigan
of 1871, Maid James Charles leaving no children,
and the residue of his personalestate including
said mortgage,not exceedingthe auiu of one thousand dollara, a* appears by the recoMs, file* and
inventories relatii^ to said estate in the office of
the said Judge of Probate. That on said mortgage

PROVERBS.

Ready for

26, 1879.

Mortgage Sale.

“The Richest Blood, Sweetest Breath
and Fairest Skin in Hop Bitters.”
'A littleHop Bitters saves big doctor
bills nnd long sickness.”
‘That invalid wife, mother, sister or
child can bo made the picture of health
with Hop Bitters.”
“When worn down and ready to take
rour bed, Hop Bitters is what you

& A. STEKETEE.

VOTICE

4w

DR.

S

one o'clock in the afternoonof

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

Tuesday, the lot day of July, 1879,

SEE D

REMEDY

HARRIS

the"

&

\

t

SALT BY THE POUND OR BARREL.

Wright, deceased, to Oliver A. Whitney, on the

at 1

principal Colon,

having been made in the conditions A completeline of New Dress Goods, Black Silks
certain mortgage, (whereby the power
a full line of Alpaccas. endless variety of calitherein containedto sell lias become operative),
coes, ginghams,joconets,lawns, etc.
Fluor Albci
executedby Johan Frederick Hummel, of Holland
... OrWIIITF.UQ ___
City, Ottawa county, Michigan, to Jan Knol, of the
Hosiery Oom the cheapest sock to finest
Thi*
»o i rrvnlrnt iiioiik Icin-fet, out iitne
same place, bearing date the twentiethday of
U tdc.-it<MH) by |>ur*ici*n«. It* <|,um upon the tyiiimie
Lyal thread stockings.
February. A. D. one thousand eigi.t hundred and
»>» exetMivennd m liiliaiinc,
tlmt onr American women
seventy-eight, and recorded In the office of the
• re rapidly beeomLg a -raee of inv»Ul^^.•’
inranahlc ot
Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa. In the
nr .1 1. ing liex,l!iy oflitprinx.orenjoyinglife'e pie* urc*.
complete assortment of bed ticking,
IVof llarrit Vnynml l a.tlljr.nnew dipirture In nirdieine. State of Michigan,on the twenty-fifth day of Feb
sheeting, quiltingcalicoes,live
‘
A born hi; liiy nMuiiinn *en»e treatment.Applieddirectly ruary A. 1). one thousand eight hundred and
to the lent of (lie di»ea*e,nnd itiapeeiflf
mfluetireeaer-ed
feathers,etc., etc.
seventy-eight,
in liber number 11 of mortgages,on
at itnee,producingan imiindjatr toolhingand redorativc
page 31, upon which mortgage there is claimedto
f ifeet. The nppliratlottof the remedy It attended with do
pain nr anplratanttwee, nnd doe* not Interferewith the or
be due at the date ol thU notice the sum of one A full line of Boots. Shires,Slippers. Ladle* Gal-',
dmurypunuiittandpeanur-eofllfc.
t irculm err »ent In
hundred and fifty-twodollarsand fifty-two cents,
ters, Ladles Boots, etc.,
f
perfectlypltiu enre!o|M«. »c, urely »eal»dt;om observation,
nml f toed V put up In neat plain hoxe< •>! three eixra, With and no suit or proceeding at law. or In equity, having been institutedto recover the debt secured by
f'll direct lone Inilile. No. 1, (enoughm Hit a month,)
43iNo 2. (enough toltittwomontlun.tSiNo S. 'niilig said mortgage, oranv part thereof, (the said power A fresh stock of Groceries, including our
thav mouth*, end amine for cure, excepting In chronic of sale having become opei alive by reason of the
Celebrated 40 cent Tea.
*10. With each box we »rnd a Female ftyrii.ee
default of earn Johan FriedertchHummel l.i not
• •id »ume Tonic PiUi,a«auxiIisrii« to the remedy.
paving
the
Interest
due
on
said
mnrtgaje.
and
the
* end ntnmn for a pamphlet giving lull detcriplion
"f Remedy, and illuttrateahy p ateulmwing it*
said Jan Knoi having elected to consider the whole
nimllrM.nn,Thle pamphlet aion# Wworthahum
amount of said principal and interest of said
ilrcd time* Ite ro«t to any lady in dellrxte health,
mortgage to Ire due and payable, Immediately,
being a thoroughly practical treat he on thll diiette
after the lapse of thirtydays alter said default,
Prof. Harris Vaginal Pnetillcicen
ba ohliloed only from
all kitulft— also Reid’s Flower Seeds.
provided for In said mortg-ge. said thirty da> shavCO.MrG.CHEMlSTS. ing elupsed prior to said election and to the date of
this notice) ; Notice is, therefore, htreb'qicen that on
Market and 8th
8T. LOUIS,

A

wife, and it only cost me two dollars. Be
ye like foolish.”— H. W., Detroit, Mich.

Cukreinlltiis

T'VEFaULT

LJ

LEUCORRHEA,

19th day of February, 1879, in Liber 13 of
Mortgages, on page 80, by the non-payment of
“For ten. years my wife was confined to money duo thereon as provided hy the terms of tho
same, and on which mortgage there Is claimed to
her bed with such a complication of ail- be due at the date of this notice, the sum of four
ments that no doctor could tell what woa hundred and fifty-twodollar*,($452) with Interest
thereon,at the rate
ten per cent,
the matter or cure her, and I used up a
per annum from this date, together with
small fortune in humbug stuff. Six mouths an attorney fee of ten dollars,therein provided,
ago I mw a U. 8. flag with Hop Bitterson and no salt or proceeding at law having been institutedto recover the amount now remaining seit, and 1 thought I would be fool once
cured by said mortgage or any part thereof.Nou>,
more. I tried it, but my folly proved to be therefor*, by virtue of the power of sale contained
wisdom. Two bottlescured her, and she in said mortgage, and the statute In rach cases
is now M well and strong as any man’s made and proviaed, notice ia hereby given that on

Be ye like foolish.

,

assortment of

Mortgage Sale.

KAIDENS
cAM.rn

...... $

JAMES LEFFEL A

endeavor.”

“Dr. Phelps

Horae Power

& A. Steketee

A

’

AMI

risk.

YOUR TIME TO GO TO

On Monday Monthly

WOKEN

well as men. Many
O V V make more than the amount stated

time will soon come when the financial yourself. Address GEORGE STINSON A CO
difficulties in the

F.

or $3 to $2>) a day

VVomen do as

IS

The advertlper.having been permanently cared
of that dread dlaeaae, Consumption, by a almpie
remedy, ia anxiouato make known to bin fellow•offerer*the means of cure. To uli who desire It,
next,
he will send a copy of tho prescription used, (free
of charge.) with the directions for preparingand And see the finest openingol Spring and Summer
using the same, which the* will nnd a sure care
Uoode; among them the finest line of Shawls
for Consumption, Asthma. Bronchitis,Ac.
ever brought to this city.
Parties wishing the prescription, will please
1‘ t-f II orlii, after maur v>«r* u! « i.«.j by cb.maddress,
beautiful
table.* <*»-»rehan<t experiment together w.il, experience
E. A. WILSON, 191 Penn St..
enimil Ini he treatment of a Urge iiumber ol rarer under
Winiamsbnrgh.N.
Y.
cloths,
table-linen,
toweling,
etc.
hueere.iiM etUit •ncrf-drcl in niniixiundlngan IN* ,\Ll-30w
LlHixiS HLXl*.L¥ tur the eeu'-r^eto Common among

Aaa St., Niv York; Post OfficeBox. 4586.

I

“The Committee on the Professorate re-

Sage Library

CQ„

THE

it says:

ported favorably on the proposed arrange-

ment

(MRVEll miCAL

NOW

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

ALGtTRSilEMRBEkWHITES

when

CETRI^P
I

PDIFC

holder and owner of said mortgage.

CLAHK H. GLBAiOK,
Attorney for owner of Mortgage.

19-18*

A RARE CHANCE.
a GROCERY business for sale. Doing a good
A. business. In a country town. Inquire at this
office, for

further

Information. l«-tf

crowded, Mr.

n extra rush of advertisements

lotting s.

out the Fnrmers’s column this
*

-

week.

/

'

Orange City, Iowa,

8. Kuiper, of

in the city visiting relatives

and

is

Bargains

friends.

—

week.

Early on Tuesday and Wednesday
All the men that were injured aft the
morning we noticed a slight frost, but no barn raising at East Suugatuck, a few
damage

is

reported.

weeks ago, are recovering

A child of

Mr. Bronkhorst, of Graaf-

fast.

team running away

last

and River streets, which is
It is with considerablepride that we
serve as a blacksmith&hopfor ban mention our wheat market. The

FROPXtXXTOJR,.

week.

Havlag Jnit bought •ry largelyla the Kutern
market*, and at greatly reduced prlcee, wa will This new store will keep^a foil supply
offer specialbargain b In elegant Unci of

V

farmers are bringing

it

Xiiiciut, firktrit!, Toilit

SUMMER

t

ner of Ninth

Op

1879.— CAr. Intelligencer, June 12th.

Mr. Thos. D. Hindman, of Grand
Haven, was married on Monday last to

Charles Bush, Sarah Coshlin, John Ben-

We

BOtice among the late dispatches singer.
that Rev. T. Romeyn Beck, of Hope Col-

Black and Colored Dress Silks,

had the degree of D. D., conupon him by Princeton College,

Kirby House, in the

lege, has
ferred

Rev. P. Moerdyk.of Grand Rapids; Rev.

N. J.

The

(for

ES0LI8H and 5EEMAN NOVELTY

DRESS GOODS,

SCHOUTEN’B

mmm

itock of Domeatic Dreaa Gooda

I

--

-----

Compound Syrup

yard.

by

the latest dispatches.

A large

the meat market of

party ot gentlemen arrived

here on Wednesday

a

Mr. Van Dureu into
Lundblad will

The

beuutilul saloon. Mr.

from the city of formally open his place this (Saturday)
have camped out evening, with a free lunch, lie has al-

of Black Luke

to

while away a few days in fishing.

Rev. A. Z\wemer, of Graafschap,Mich.,

was appointed delegate, to the

Christian

manufacturers of the new Safety

amp, which
iale,

are

is

now having such a

crowded with orders from

all

Suita, the lateat

WALTER C. WALSH.

Linen Duaters, $1.25 worth $2.00.

Holland, April 8th, 187$. ^

$1,00 up to $10.00, the lateat atylea In the market.
500

After you have Read the
above then Read This.

Cotton Sun Shades at 10c each.

Job

lots In

Bprinp and

Summer

Underware,

Monsell, residing near Hamilton, Mich.,
last, of

KID GLOVES.

head of fat cattle passed through there, en

Geo. W. McBride, Esq., delivereda

route to

Grand Rapids, and more would

lecture before the Holland Reform Club, be added to that number as they proceeded
on

“Monday

evening' last, in the

M.

E.

to their destination; and

another

Church, on temperance ancf morality. drove of 35 head of cattle which had
The church was well filled, and Mr. been purchased in that vicinity and OverL'IcBridemade some hard

hits,

''variouslycommented upon.

Show

His

is

known

as the largest and

America. His Menagerie is the

greatestin

His ColossalOrgnniztionwill Exhibit in

Corner Canal A Bronson St

on Wednesday,July 2nd, giving

two grand exhibitions.

which are ysel passed through there that same day.
Our informant i'say.s that this was the

The

largest number shipped from there in one

following are the arrivals and

We
all

At Mr. G. Van Pullen & Sous store an- day, and proves the prosperityof the
up to Thursday night:
other immense stock of dry goods has farmers, who ship only there surplus.
ARRIVED.
just been received. The counters are literJune 18— Schr. Hercules. Milwaukee,light.
For this season at least we don’t expect
“ Joses, Chicago, light.
ally strewn with the choicest new calicoes,
shirtings,spotted and stripped

navy blue

and htudreds of novelties
numerous to mention. Call in and

calicoes

too

to

hear any more complaintsabout our

harbor. The dredge has finished one

Grand Haven

making a good ings, and securing it with stones is also finmany improvements in and around our ished. This job ie expected to be very
depot. A new floor has been laid in the effective. In a few days the new cribs
depot, and the stoop around it has been will be sunk. Our harbor; was never in a

m

1818-

partly renewed and repaired. All along better condition than at present. Holland

the

line of the road one cun notice an im-

owes much

to

Mr. Burke’s faithful super-

We

petus of putting things in belter shape intendence of our harbor work, without
and order.

Mr.

which we should not he able to make

J. Boeri, of Overijsel— one of the

oldest and moat prominent farmers of that
locality— died on Thursday

morning last,

good

a

report. Harbor Board,

as

self

find

some wiseacre, who signs him-

“S,” taking us to task in the Grand

Haven Herald, and also in the Grondwet,

take

for publishingan article signed

notice!

ing business, and

much

less what is

years. Ever since the lust
both constructing new grain elevators,
day of February, 1877, when Mr. Boers which will have large capacity for hold-

to take up, receive, etc.,

suAaincd serious injuries by

by

falling off a

load of hay, he has been ailing, gradually
declined, grew worse,
stated,leaving a
all

and died as above
wife and three children,

grown up.

We

grain, and the most improved facilities for

large

and unloading wagons. The
sooth!
number of timbers necessary for

these structures,

and

the preparing of

good roadways to the elevators must
necessitate an outlay of money a great

made a mistake in our

proper

and finishes up
pronouncing the most common occur-

rence “disgraceful.” Disgraceful, for-

loading

Shall

criterion?

we take your

that Mi.

first night of the

X

show,

while we were out of town; that Mr.

X

is

last issue in
a member of one of the* Dutch churches
the headquartersof the “Pre- deal larger than would be supposed with- in this city, and otherwise a gentlemen iu
mium Lightning Rod Company” at Jack- out a personal investigation.A large very good standing, and perfectly responson, Mich.; U should have read, Cold- force of hands and teams are at present sible for his writing. But that you blame
engaged for these gentlemen in order to
water, Mich. This company issues au inus for publishing an article from such a
surauce policy insuring the building upon be in readiness for the new crop of wheat. person, proves you to be ig.mrant, and
which they place their lightning rods for It is an enterprise of which this city has your article only worthy of contempt— at
10 years, showing the confidence they have reason to be proud, and which will re- least from a printer.
In their own work. Their agent— Mr. dound to the mutual advantage of the

locating

E. B. Forbes— can

be found

at

the City farmer and the merchant.

At the session of the

Common

B.

OGDEN, 42

Cedar St., New York

Large and Fisa

IsTEW
—

STOCK
—

or

BOOTS & SHEOS
—
—
E. HEROLD,
al

CALL AND SEE

L

Mmiiutei*
iiainu r....w,
nmut true way, tUi Direct
............

‘•

Sul of th* nituu, tciinf br If»orp00on!\o4*.«ri.’
Inf
VMltdee. Fit
rF. Hi ip»fi*einfluenceon ihr
hr Seminal
Bomlnal_VMltJee,
EjaouTatcrrDuct.,
—
Prottate Gland, and Uret' r^ Th.
Ilf UM
M iht lumedyi, allendtdwith nn jam or laci>i.f,mrnce,
»nd
and
dori not inirrftre«ilb th. nrdimrft nnuiti of lift i it ),
^itiwtrlar
/4 „l ^ _ A . _
- A —V •
quickly duiolvei find finon Bbtorbed, producing
imme>
Ctate »oothin*ird reitorntiretiled upon the fciunl tud

A

i

r,r,
p-rrntia

_ ... L -

.1 A- __

n

.

•

____

......

EXCURSIONS

TWI-LIQ-HI'I
CAPT.

r,

thouiaudiof tritimoniali
as to III itlu..aud it la bow conceded
by the Medical I ro'caaionto b. th. moM ratloaalmeans yet
diKorercJ of reacbiur aud eorinj this fery prevalenttrouble,
that it well known to be In. caui. of aniolJmLery to an many.

F. R

BROUWER,

Is In readinessto run for private excursion
during the season of ’79, anytime, except Bnndayt
and la also preparedto taka SabbathSchool pic
nlcs on large barges fitted up for that purpura
Price for taking partloa io the month of Blac;

SS

lake and Lake Michigan, $5.00. For

DIRECTION

puny BACH BOX.

8

undo

°r Urg® excar,,onP*rU"» wit

Parties can choose tholr own time for going an
returning.For farther particularsapply to

_

CAPT. F.

('aatinfover thre. moatha, will atoa emliaiooi and natoi.
f ijor I. th. woral eaaea.)17. Sent by mail, aealcd.la plait
wrapper. Full
8 for using will sooom.

!

The Staunch and Noble Steamer

ss.’sas; si ;ssrs

inf l*r'LclB*zual Vigor, .bar. it hu Ur. dormant for
year*. Thli miJf of Ireilm.nt baa itood tho tut in rrrr
M»er. cum, and ..
I* ..w
now m. ji
| vijowuicu
mounted wirttcas.
antccu. isrugB
Drags are
ar.
too noth prcacribrdin Iheao tronblea,and, u man? can btar
witneu to, with but littl.If any permanent rood. Ther. ia no
Nonaena. about Ihli Preparation. Practical obaerraf Ion enablet

«

STEAMBOAT

.........

ft
~ InSyuc.
" * ~

,l"t

Holhii., Mlch.TB.pt.1. 1677. B

if. Rtnirdjrfor Ui. Ilrtcdf
«n<l ptrminrntCur. o|
Seminal Emiaaiona ft
Impoteney bjr the enlr

ciptl

US.

I •“now 'elllng the Howe Sewing Machlm
and will henceforthkeep it for sale at my stoi
Peddling machines with wagons has been abolUbt
for the simple reason that the prices of macblnt

Ktl Scl.DM, an entirtl?
N.w nnd potltlrtly

version as a

You may know

wrote about the

JOHN
l-Xnw

SEMINALPASTILLE1*

It

that he knows nothing about the publish-

Messrs. Walsh and Beach Brothers are

at the age of 61

“X.”

evident from the gentlemen’s language

is

...

A Complete a*eortmcntof Chlldrea'a and Infant
shoes for fall and winter,and a full line of
Ladles aud Gentleman’swear.

would call special attention to the fact that

kinds of Gotten Goods have advanced fnlly ten

jars butter, 1 brl flour.

Wollfn, Milwaukee, 45 m ft oak
lumber.
Spray, Racine, 3C
......
. .....
30 m. .nsh
lumber.
Hope,
°P Manistee, 800 lbs butter, 450
ac
loz, eggs, 150 lbs honey, ? )
bunches onion*.

17-

..

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
POE SPEBHATOB&HCEA.

Hercnlus.Milwaukee, 60 m 'osk
lumber.
Joses. Chicago, 8.500 bdls brush,
600 ft pine lumber, 2 brls potatoes
6

railroad,is

BROS.
g-jm

th* sake of suffering humanity, send freo to al
whoneed it. the ,UV,FC
recipe HIIU
and ul(Ctllunv
directions lor
for nukini
the simple remedy by which he w«* cored. Buffe
ers wishingto profit by the advertiser’scxpsrlent
can do so by addressing in perfect confidence.

per cent., but having bought a very largo stock
we continue to sell at the old
price*, which are the lowest ever known.

CLEARED.

“

BEACH
1879.
ERRORS OP YOUTH
Holland, April 8th.

before the advance,

WolDn, Chicago, Tight.
Spray, Kenosha, light.
Hope, Muskegon, 4 ra lath, 10
shingles.
lingle*

I

cut,

see which gives us a channel of from 11 to 12
feet of water, and has started to work o
for yourself.
June 13.—
her second cut. f The woTTof digging out
17Col. F. May, Superintendent of the behind the piers, filled in with fine shav-

.

n

Grand Rapids, Mich.

clearances as reported at the custom lames

“

other grains In our own name; and wo want thi
cltlionsof Hollandto feel and understandthat w<
have corns to star, and you can safely tell yon
neighbor that we will pay the highest market prlc<
for all grain— especiallywheat.

Just received

II

most complete; his Circus always lhe beit.

this city

NOTICE.

Also an elegant now line of Sun Umbrellasfrom

ways kept a neat and orderly place, and

shot himself on Friday evening

gg-ly

HKBER WALSH,

803 all

parts

U the world. Every person who uses the
common kerosene lamp is in danger, hence
intends to do so again.
the great demand for the Harris & Smith
A young man by the name of Martin Lamp.

all hoars,

purchase ol

Lawn

Benjamin F. Butler. May not be the
Fancy Hosiery,
Which
wound
he died on Mondhy night. best man in the world, still we all have to
the General Synod of the Reformed
He was 25 years of age, and gave as rea- admit that he is very smart, Petlit’s Eye
Church, and started on his European tri
Silk Handkerchiefs,
this week.
7 son for doing so, “that he was in debt, and Salve might straighten his eye. It is a
positive
cure
for
Granulated
Lids.
Film
had earned the money in four different
The closing Rhetorical Excerises of the places to pay it, but could not get it.”
and Weakness of Vision, Ulcerationof
<fec., <fcc.
Preparatory Department will take place at
the Glands. Etc. Recommended by eminent
It is astonishinghow cheap some arti- Physiciansthroughout the world. Price Which have been bought at the recent auction
Hope College Chape! ou Monday evening
sales, and are offered far below Importers' cost.
next. The General Comeucement will cles have become in the last few years. 25 cents. Sold by T. E, Anuis & Co.,
250 doz. 3 button
be held in Hope Church ou Wednesday We were shown a beautiful silver Spring- Druggists and Apothecaries,Holland,
field watch at Joslin & Brcyman’s jewelry Mich.
evening next.
store for the small sum of ten dollars.
The freemasons of this city will cele- When good watches become as cheap ns
Old John Robinson.— No man con- Elegant quality,In all the newest spring colors,at
nected
with the amusements of America 50c a pair.
brate Tuesday, the 24th inst. — St. that, who can afford to be without a timeJohn’s Day— by a basket picnic. Quite a keeper. Time is money. Call and see has achievedthe reputation of '‘Old’’ John
Our entirestock of 2 button Kid Gloves 85c a pair.
We have no hesitationIn saying that onr Spring
large number of masons from abroad are their stock — it is laree and beautiful.
Robinson. Throughout the length and
breadth of the land his name is as well and Summer stock is one of the largestand best
expected here to participate — provided
Our correspondentat Drenthe informs
assorted ever broughtInto this city, and our prices
known as a household word. For over fif- as low as any In the trade.
railroad and steamboat accommodations
us that on Wednesday last a drove of 65
can be had.
ty years he has been a public exhibitor.
eformed* Church of the Netherlands,by

night.

styles.

large

pills

Rhubarb.

their value.

BeautifulLinen and

last

Grand Rapids, and
near the harbor

Mr. August Lundblad has transformed things for sale in this hardware emporium.

of

Prescriptionscarefully compound at
day or

A large lot of Shetland Shawla from Auction
from $1.00 upwards, fully 25 per cent, leas than

new

practical farmers. Call and see the

%

m rami
jlxts

Bunting In all colon, aa low a 15c per yard.
All Wool Banting aa low aa ISc per yard.
Splendid aaaortmontfaat color Lawns at 8c per

Haven, and several other gentleman are patent hay-forks. It is a labor-saving arAlso lull line Dreaa Linens and yard-wide
London is creating quite an excitement in the city attending the examinations at ticle, which will commend itself to all Cambrici.
throughout tkct sportingcircles of both Hope College.

Medicinal use only,)

Th* above Arm are the msnnfnctnrensf DR.

international pedestrianmatch In

hemispheres. Weston was 26 miles ahead

assortmentof

And almost ersrjthioi else helongtng In a well
stocked drag stort.

from 0c per yard and upward.

Ocr farmers will do well to call on Mr.
Wm. C. Mells, and examine his new

of Overysel; Mr. K. Brouwer, of Grand

finest

J

And an immenae

Grand Haven.

city of

Our best wishes, Tom

J. Karsten, of Alto, Wis.; Rev. P. Lcpellak,

Ciprs,

Wines & Liquors

Mrs. Eliza Robinson, of Allendale, at the

Wm. Verbkkk, P. M.

Melt,

Writing Material, Banff,

Post

office at Holland, Mich., June 19th, 1879:

the best

of

40,000,0004 per cent certflcatea

and the prices paid here are above Grand depositories,and 17,464,000 of the amount
issued have been convertedinto 4 per cent
bonds.

The annual Commencement of Rutgers
Rapids rates.
College will be held at the Masonic Hall,
New Brunswick, Wednesday,June 18th,
List of letters remainingin the

SILKS,

And the

issued, but 47,120 remain in the various

in at a lively rate,

of Kruiseuga’s Store.

Dr.H.A.Schouten,

!

Columbia Fire Co. No. 2 indulged in
De Witt Talmage had the greatestand
was killed in an engagement with the their annual pic-nic on Thursday last.
most
enthusiastic reception, in London, o?
Zulus in South Africa, on June 3d.
The spirit of cohesion and enthusiasm
any
American
clergyman that ever landed
remains good in this company.
A new building is going up on the cor*
there.

Winter Bros.

—

schap, Mich., broke her arm, caused by a

Prince Napoleon, only son of Napoleon

intended to

IN

Three doors East

III,

I

DRUG STORE,

'

A young daughter of Mr. J/Vun Lande d
Strawberries are plenty and cheap,
farmers have commenced cutting
gend, fell and broke her left arm, on and green peas have made their appearclover. A large yield is promised.
Wednesdayof last
y ance in the market.

The

WARD

FIRST

Extraordinary

-

R.

BROUWER.

Don’t forget the Moonlight Ex

cursiona.

Ir-tm.k'Sii:
^S..f S«al«4 hr stamp I. say oat. SoM

HARRIS REMEDY
Market and 8th

Joslin

Sts.

ONLY

by

I

tbof

CO. MPQ. CHEMISTS.
ST. LOUIS. MO.

&Brey man,

18-tf

PIMPLES.

PIMPLKh, and Blotches, leaving the sklnrol
clear and botuliful; also Instructions for produ
Ing a luxuriant growth of hair on a bald head t
smooth face. Addresa, Inclosing 8c. stamp,
BEN. VANDKLF *

CO., 20

Ann

8t.,

N. Y.
I-fifiw

Council

Hotel, whenever he is in town.

The examinationsof the classes in Hope on Tuesday evening last several bailoU
College ended oh Friday morning. The were taken for mavor pro tem. without reWe refcr our readers to the new adverManufacturersof
Meliphone Society'held its anniversary on sult. The committee on Wayi and Means
tisement of Mr. Boot & Kramer. Mr.
Friday evening, June 20th. The fraternal reported the opportunityof leasing the
Kramer, well-known in this community,
society will hold its anniversary this (Sat- rooms at present occupied by the Comwas forced by the inexorable demands ol
urday) evening in the College Chapel. mon Council of the agent of the Council
the hard times, as well as by his declining
Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc.
Lecture by Rev. G. H. Mandeville, at 7% of Hope College for the sum of |50.00—
strength— caused by disease and tufferiug
o’clock; subject— “Thinking and its Re- the city to furnish the light and fuel, and
Hating recently purchased the Phanlx Planln
while serving in the army— to stop the arMill, are now better prepared than ever to do
sponsibilities.” The sermon, by the Pre- half of the fuel and *11 of the light to be Watchmakers $ Jewelers,
all kinds of
duous labors formerly engaged in, and
sident of the College, will be delivered in deducted from the rent; alio, room on, 2d
DEALERS
IK
seek some lighter employment wherewith
Hope Church on Sunday, at 7^ f’clock floor of E. van der Veen’s brick block, for
to support himaelf aud a large family, and
P. M. On Monday, June 22nd, at 7^ $40.00. The committee recommendedthe Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks, Scroll Sawing of all kind
accordingly associated himself with Mr.
o’clock P. M.,in the Chapel, Rhetorical leasing of the presenf quarters, which was
done to order.
P. pool, io engage in Ihe grocery business.
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
Exercises of the Grammar School. Tues- adopted,and the city attorney wlrorderecf
They have rented Ihe old hardware store
day, June 24d, 8 o’clock P. M., meeting of to draw up * lease. 'The committee on
of Mr. E. Vanderveen, on Eighth street,
the Alumni; at 7% o’clock P. M., public Claims and AccounU reconmended the
whore they have unpacked a large and
exercises in the chapel— address by Rev. payment of C. A. DuttWs iiiil at the rate
choice stock of groceries,and which is
E. Van der. Hart, of Grand Haven, find a of 25c. per tree, which out/ the bill down
offered for sale to-day. The store is very
ing and
poem b* Rev. J. A. De Spelder, of Macon, half. The committeeoi Poor recom. centrally located, and will certainly draw
Mich. On Wednesday, June 25th, at 7^ mended to pay $45.25 fuf the two weeks
All Kinds of Spectacles.
the attentionof those who are looking for
o'clock P. M., in Hope Church, the Gene- ending July 2. Some lore hills were
Any one of the above articlesmade to ord«-r t
a convenient store.- We hope they will be
aay^ormaasws
on short notice and at C ran
audited
and
allowed;
so
ral Commencement The friends and pa(saloon licenses Fall Ltne of Gold Peas.
successful in their endeavors and push ir00BU1 n0pe ixm.
irons of Hope College will be welcomed were granted, and ot
routine business
themselves in the front rank of enterpris-] t0 an lhe exercises,
attended to, after whic the Council ad- Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Chas. Scott,
Cor. River & Tenth sts.

DOORS, SASH

Also Planing, Match
Resawing.

log grocers.

for the College.

journed..

Hoiurn, March

14,1878.
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AN OLD LOVE LETTOR.

Jane, as the servants carried the scream-

The musty sheet before me lies,
With age and usage wore;
But still I trace, with eager breath,
Those lines— the same as yore.
at

holne "

wasn’t!”

As any on the line.
She was at home, but where was IT
Two thousand miles a a ay,

1

wrote her aiolff. dthi iSttefi ;
;T
Declaring her false to mei*i:
' •
•* That she my name need never lisp,
And me notelft sbelEsee.

I

!

*

nr\

r.

i .vA

n

A
-

I

the past, and Mrs.

Morgan had

1

-TT

tainty at last that she was

a

muttered to herself : “Did I not love
the child so well I might take the sweet
revenge in my coffin along wilh me, for
I am dying— dying! But wrong enough
already have I done her. ! No one can
say that Mother Hagar is not even with
the proud lady who would thrust the
old gypsy into a prison, to rot— ha! ha!
Her threat came inme to her well!” n !'
Then the old gypsy sank awsy and

the cerchildless

'

mother.

The

December rain-drops were
pattering steadily against the window
of the close and gloomy room where
dull

prentiefeswfeib ‘'gAtheW'around

died.
• *
* * .

a long

table, heaped with lace and ribbons,
and costly dress materials. There was
a rustle of stiff silks at the door, and
in sailed Madame Severe— a portly,
arrogant woman, elaborately rouged,
and decorated with much heavy jew-

But «A* within her grave doth lie,
Down by the sparkling river.
That fello^Htftha black mustache—
I judged hrr wrong, you see—
Was her brother just come home
From a trip across the sea.

*

“ Nearly finished the lace skirt, Miss

Judson?”

For timene’er healed the rent.
Wheeler s Ranchk. Ioa[a.

»

The yield of petroleum from the
Pennsylvaniaoil fields during March

'

BT HATTIE E.

CBE88Y.

8.

In s time-worn cottsge over the way
Both in sunshine and in
’
One may see a maiden 'a face
Pressed against the window-pane.

rain,

Watching,
Oh, eo dolefullywatching.
For a glimpse of her lored one’s form again.
Who, three long, weary aummers ago,
Left her to cross the billowy main.
'

,

Pale,

'

, Yes, paler grows
This lovely ro^e,
For her heart is breaking yearly.
•'ll i! Never a word : <*1‘'
_,,,|v Haa she heard
,
From the one she loves so dearly.

,

Other lovershave hoped and wooed in vain,
For the maiden’s heart la on the main.
And she knows no emotion save that of pain,
Since her heart's own lover comes not again
there quivers the faintesthope,
Deep, deep down within her heart,
That she’ll yet meet her love again,
No more 10
no
to part,
And sfillout through the window pane
She looks,but oh! she looks in vain.
Still

...

forgethim. dear lady;
He’s not worthy of thee;
His heart’s as deceitful
As his pet, the sea;
I have just returned
From the sea, lady mine;
Thy lover Is married,
And lives on theTHtine.’*
“I'd

*

elry.

And so I slt-an old. old man,
My form with age is bent—
And read again those words of love,

«.'

and April was 25 per cent, greater than
during the corresponding months last
year, and about three times as great as
m .
seven years ago. It has now reached
* '*
'
*
1,500,000 barrels a month, a daily averThe fire blazed brightly in Mrs. Mor- age of 50,000 barrels. ' *“
gan’s exquisite little dressing-room,
The returns of emigration from the
where the windows were curtained with
Mersey
during the month of April show
folds of cherry damask, and the foot
sank holf-ankle-deepin the rich, soft an enormous increase. It appears that
carpet. Mrs. Morgan, habited in the 65 vessels left the Mersey with 10,917
deep mourning she had never laid aside passengers, of whom 5,848 were Ensince a great life-sorrow shaded her ex- glish, 58 Scotch, 1,546 Irish, 3,809 foristence, sat in a luxurious chair before eigners, and 156 whose nationalities
the grate, musing ovey some half-read were not known. Their destinations
volume of romance. Close by the win- were 8,931 to the United States, 1,723
dow stood another, a handsome bru- to British North America, 48 to Ausnette, with rosy cheeks and almond- tralia, 110 to South America, 39 to the
shaped eyes. She was anxiouslylook- East Indies, 12 to the West Indies, 9 to
ing up and down the street, playing Ohma, and 44 to the west coast of

Madame Severe’s half-doyenpaljid.ap7
Twenty long, long years have passed,
And shU I love as ever,

to be $572, -and the average
amount paid $438. In Northfefh" conferences the average is $700, and the
deficiency in payments about 12 per
is said

cent. .

WINDOW-PANE

A FACE AGAINST THE

baby.”

y'i

“dn that Aa^ ifllh a ^la<?k nhlstt(®i
Her smflbs might all be spent,
And although tayhearTwas breaking,
Time, of course,would heal the rent."

.

FACTS AND FIGURES.

were both gone— the old woman and tho come sonle good from you wearing it. account of the last war.
blessed baby, which she offered to hbld If they ask any questions, say you wore
New Hampshire’smanufactures last
for a minute. It wasn’t my fault— I’m it round your neck when you were a year amounted i to over $96,000,0C0,
sure it
. y
‘
among them being $30, ‘588, 500 worth of
All, all in vain were, those months of
cotton goods, $11,709,000of boots and
She sank back, pale and haggard.
eager search and keen disappointment
“ Go, child— go ! ” she managed to ar- shoes, and $9,222,000 of wbolens.
those flattering hopes and sick fears.
ticnlate,pressingher hand tightly over
The average1 salary of Methodist minher heart. When the door closed, she isters in fourteen Southern conferences

\

Your darling.*’ and “ I’ll b*
Next Sunday eve at nine.”
Are words as plainly vislbla
•*

“But, Mother Hagar,” remonstrated

ing lady into the house. " She wanted the astonished girl, “I ought not to
to tell my fortin’, and said we must wear this jewel ; it is not in keeping with
Uncle Sam has paid $535,868,727in
have a teacup turned upside down ; and the rest of my dress.”
pensions since he went into business,
wfien I come Back from fetchin’it.they “No matter— no matter! There will $355,480,664 of the amount being on

BT OSCEOLA.

These words were sung
'Neath her window, one night;
Bu t long ere it was light ’Ere Sol had hung
His lantern in the sky—
This maiden of the weeping eye
gazing through the window pane,
Toward the dark and restless main
Again!
Pittsfield, Mass.
,

ma’am.”
Well, you may leave it for Sarah.
And do you immediately go to Mrs.
THE AMETHYST NECKLACE.
Morgan’s, No. 16 Harley street.”
“ There, take her out into the sunMiss Judson looked shrinkingly out
shine, Jane, my little blue-eyed rose- at the gusts of rain that drove fiercely
bud!”
against the window, beside which she
PITH AND POINT.
She was a G-months-old baby, with a was working.
complexion like peach-blossoms, And
“ Through all this rain, madame? ”
with her dark curls rather impatiently. Africa.
Racy rending— News of the turf.
golden brown hair, parted away from a
“ Certainly,” returned the portly
The French savans have been calcu“Oh.hereshecomesatlast;
I thought
The early fruit fetches the worm.
pure forehead,where the blue veins dame. “ I don’t suppose you are going she would never be here,” said ihe lating the probable businessto be transAn auctioneer is a man of more-bid
shone through the transparentskin like to dissolve for a few drops of rain,”
spoiled beauty; and in a minute or two acted through the Panama canal when
lines of sapphire.
Miss Judson rose timidly, and began Anna Judson was ushered into the completed. M. Levaseur puts it at tastes.
“She is outgrowing that amethyst to put her worn shawl and bonnet on, room.
5,000,000 tons annually at present, and
The hair crop is very short this
necltface,”continued Mrs. Morgan, while Madame Severe talked only as a
“ You are late,” said the brunette, that it will be 7,250,000 by 1897. M. season.
thoughtfully;“we must have another garrulouswoman can talk.
petulantly. “I shall certainlyinform Cerisoleputs the amount at 6,000,000
Almost every German is a musical
link of gold put on.”
“ You must be very expeditious, Miss Madame Severe of your tardiness. But, tons, and computes at $3 per ton, $18,- toot
* ‘
“ Oh, a mothers love! How it softened Judson. Time is money, you know. good gracious, how wet she is 1 Don’t 000,000 revenue from tolls. The two
Wijat a barber should talk about
the fire of thdse haughty eyes, and Take the measurementsaccurately—no come near me! ”
statisticiansestimate the value of the while shaving a man— About two secturned the proud lines around the blunders,mind, for it won’t pay to ofBut when Mrs. Morgan saw the frail tonnage at $260,000,000, and $360,000,- onds.
mouth to caressing smiles. Mrs. Mor- fend Mrs. Morgan. She’s among our little creature, her heart melted within 000 for the United States, and that it
“Bcsthead” is the popular name for
gan’s fashionable acquaintances would very best customers.Now, quick about her.
will gain one-quarterof European trade whisky in West Virginia. And those
scarcely have known her now, as she it!”
“ Come to the fire, dear,” she kindly with China, Japan and Oceanica. The who indulge in it are usually “ busted.”
How keenly the wind blew— how said ; then to tho disdainfulbrunette, Suez canal was opened at the close of
watched Jane sauntering out upon the
An exchange asks: “In the vegetable
lawn with her infant charge. 8he was heavily the currents of rain swept “ Bring me a glass of wine, Nellie! ”
1860; in 1871 but 765 vessels passed
race who ever saw the tomato catchup ? ”
a very handsome woman, dark-eyed and against Her tender form, rendering all
“ Upon my word, Aunt Morgan " said through, making gross receipts to the
olive-cheeked, with shining curls of her attempts to keep warm worse than Nellie, shrugging her shoulders and amount of $1,830,455;in 1874 the ves- No one, of course; but the tomato can.
The only position in which unraven hair, and a step like a Queen.
useless. It was small wonder that speaking in an audible whisper, as Anna sels had increasedto 1,264, of 2,421,803
“ How close it is!” she murmured, half Anna Judson paused, sick and disheart- gratefully took the glass of port wine, tons. The expectationsfor the Ameri- flagging attention would prove dangeraloud, pushing aside the lace draperies ened, to lean feebly against a lamp-post “ you couldn’t make any more of can route are double the amount real- ous is that of a railroad-crossing watchthat veiled the wide-open window.
and take breath, before she was half that dressmaker girl if she were a ized by the African after it had been man.
Young farmer— How can we tell you
She rose, and, throwing a costly lace through her dreary journey. Her eye Princess.”
some time in use.
“ how to cure a ham ” unless you inform
mantle over her shoulders,went out in- turned instinctively down the close and
“ My dear,” said Mrs. Morgan, in an
The Man from .Maine.
us what ails the ham ? — Cincinnati
to the summer glow of the June after- narrow street of tumble-down houses undertone, “ a kind word or deed is but
A man from Belfast, Me., went down Saturday Night.
noon, her fingers between the leaves of opposite, a familiar and well-knownlo- a trifle to us; yet how much good it may
the book she had been dreaming over. cation to Anna Judson.
“ My Soul’s at the Gate,” is the title
do Heaven only knows ; and how much to Boston the other day. There ho met
As she passed the diamond sparkle of a
“I must rest a' moment,” ‘he mur- evil it may avert I If I had spoken less an innocent-appearingyoung man, who of a new piece of music. He had betlarge, fountain, whose liqnid streams mured, and, shivering, leaned her frail harsh once— Yet it is useless to re- called him by name, began glibly in- ter be careful, or he may find the old
quiring for well-known residents of man’s • sole at the gate, too, some of
rose into the air with a low, musical weight on the friendly lamp-post.
pine now.”
that place, and put on such an appear- these fine evenings.
murmur, a sudden rustle and footstep “ I wonder how Mother Hagar is getShe looked with gnawing lip into the
June, with a rose in her hair.
startled her.
ting on; I’d like to see the poor old coral glimmer of the grate. Mean- ance of innocence as to completely deSweet as her breath
'sweet,
“ A 6-penny-piece,pretty lady— only a creature who ha been so very, very while, Anna rose in her quiet way, and ceive the Maine man. The innocent
Htr lip» aquiver with song,
young man professed to be the lucky
With a ripple of soft warm air
six-penceto cross the poor gypsy’s hand, kind to me.
began to remove her drenched shawl
Stirredby her love-urged teet,
and I’ll tell you the sweetest fortune
Scarcely had tne thought suggested and bennet. As the folds of the drawer of a lottery prize, and invited
la booming right along.
his
acquaintance
to
go
wi;h
him
while
that ever fell to mortal lot.”
itself to her mind, before she crossed coarse tartan fell from her arm,
A
little
dog in a front yard will
Bhe was a smoke-dried,swarthy-look- the street, and was gliding down the the violet sparkle of the amethyst ho got the money. The yonngman led
make
more
noise
than a whole menagerie
ing old creature, with piercing black desolate and almost deserted purlieus streamed on Mrs. Morgan’s eye. With the way to a room in the alley- way lead—particularly when a fellow is trying to
ing
from
Court
street
to
Comhill.
eyes, and a sallow skin, half-hidden by to which she had been accustomed a faint scream, and deadly pallor, she
Having secured the prize, the young slip out of the front door without makthe faded scarlet cloak whose hood was from a child. A few steps, and a dis- afose.
fellow commenced to gamble with his ing any noise, and the old folks happen
twisted round her head. Mrs. Morgan mal alley-waycame to view in all its
“ Child, where did yon get that
money, and soon induced the Belfast to sleep right over the front stoop.—
drew her skirts haughtily away from tilth and dinginess. She tamed into bracelet?”
Elmira Gazette.
their chance contact with the gypsy’s it, and ran •hurriedly up two or three
The girl looked from Mrs. Morgan’s man to loan him considerablemoney qp
bank
checks
which
he
drew.
The
game
travel-soiled garments.
Little Billy was told : “Never ask
flights of wooden stairs, which led to pale face to the gleaming jewel, in
was worked so smoothly and plausibly for anything at the table. Little boys
“Beware, woman!” she said, contemp- the very top of an old house. In the mute surprise.
that several hundred dollars of the should wait until they are served.” The
tuously. “ We do not tolerate trespass- comer of a dark, dismal room stood a
“ Aunt Constance, are you mad?” exMaine man’s cash was transferred to the other day, after reflectingseriously a
ers on the lawn.”
pallet bed, upon which was stretcheda claimed the brunette.
lottery-dealer’still, the till being at last minute or two, he asked : “Mamma, when
“Ik’s only a little I ask, pretty lady
gaunt figure, with saffron-like skin, and
“ Where did it come from ? How did
closed and the money declared forfeit- little boys starve to death do they go to
’tisn’t much to the likes of you. Let the matted iron -gray hair.
you get it? Speak, or
brain
old ffrpsy tell the fortune she sees in
“Anna!— is it you, darling?” came will burst!” reiteratedMrs. Morgan, ed. The Belfast man, being a man of heaven T’— Paris paper.
nerve, proceeded to knock down the
that lily-white hand, all sparkling with the leeble voice.
breathlessly, grasping the little, shiverSome persons have a great faculty
lottery dealer, wrench open tho drawer,
stones like drbps o’ dew.”
. “ ’Tis I, indeed, Mother Hagar 1 ” re- ing creature’s arm.
for getting oil in the world. The little
and transfer the contents to his pocket.
Mrs. Morgan’s aristocraticfeatures sponded the child, not without pressing
“ Mother Hagar -that is,” stammered
shaver who stood at the foot of his class
hardened. She drew back with a gesture her kind lips on the shriveled forehead Anna, remembering the message of the A confederate,who came to the rescue,
when we were schoolboys together now
was
also
knocked
down.
Tho
Belfast
of disdain. Then she said, angrily, <s If of the sick woman. “Are you better hag— “ it is a necklace I used to wear
proudly
guards the left field in some
man then, finding the door fastened
you do not immediately leave me, and to-day, mother?”
round my neck when I was a babe.”
crack
base
ball club, and is placing for
from the outside, kicked it open and
cease this importunateclamor, I will
“ Better! ” echoed the hag, with a bit“Turn— let me see your facel”
a fielding average of .W&.—New Haven
gained
the
street.
During
the
day
he
summon the attendants to turn you ter laugh. “No, child, I never expect gasped Mrs. Morgan. “Who are you?
met the innocent-looking young man, Register.
from the grounds.”
to be better any more. I am dying, I Oh! who are you?”
When yon see a woman going toward
“ Turn me from the grounds ! ” echoed tell you 1”
Anna told the brief story of her sad to whom he returned the amount that
the
river with a good-sized pole in her
the hag, whi e her wrinkled face grew
“ Dying! ” and Anna threw herself on life— how she had been brought up and he had staked and lost, retaining$70 in
hand,
and a wrinkle across her nose,
excess
of
his
disbursements,
found
even a shade sallower.
her knees beside the pallet bed. “ Oh, apprenticed to Madame Severe by an
‘‘Yes; and have you lodged in the no, Mother Hagar, don’t talk sol It old woman, who was no relative, but among the funds he had clutched. This you needn’t think she's going fishing.
county jail as a vagrant. I shall not makes me sick to imagine I’m losing whom she had learned to call “ Mother he took home with him to Maine, and Not much ! she’s got a boy down that
way who promiced her, with tears in
nor will not be annoyed in my own park the only friend I ever had in tho world Hagar.” When she had finisned the has safely invested it.
his eyes, he wouldn’t go in swimming.
with the impertinence of a miserable —the only person who loves me! ”
strange history, Mrs. Morgan folded
A Brass Brick Sold for Gold.
—Stubenville Herald.
beggar-woman
“Yon are right, so far,” said the dy- the weak, weary little seamstress
An uncommonly smooth trick was
"Very well to talk of jail and va- ing woman, with a low groan, “ for I do in her arms, murmuring, tluough hapRaphael died without knowing the
played upon Lawyer Callahan, of Faygrants, my pretty lady,” retortedthe love yon as my ovqi child. But, for all py sobs and hysteric bursts of tears,
rapture it is to catch the expression on
ette county, Mo. He was victimized by
gypsy, half-stifled with rage; “ but you’d that, you ought not to sorro 7 much for “ My daughter ! My own lost love ! ”
the “bullion game,” a dodge long the face of a man who chases a streetbetter not anger me, I oan*6H yon! me; indeed, you wouldn’t if you knew
Later in the day, Mrs. Morgan’s car- known but one that has not been suc- car three blocks, and then, just before
Ay, you may look at me! Look, and the grievous wrong I did you.” \>
he makes the jump for the step, palls
riage was drawn up in front of the narcessfully applied for many years. T. G.
look as if you could strike me dead, for
“ You are light-headedthis morning, row alley, and the pale lady in black
up
suddenly and goes back to the sideClark, a trusted employe of the Cothere are dark days in store for you. I Mother Hagar,” Anna soothingly said. ascended the creaking stairs to Mother
walk,
trying to look as though he hadn’t
operative Claim Association of St.
see it in the glisteningspots of your
“Perhaps I am; it don’t, matter Hagar’s room. But death, the destroyLouis, approached Callahan with the just discovered that he hadn’t a solitary,
eye and the lines about your rose-red much ” the old woman responded, in a er, had passed the threshold— of which
lingeringred cent about his clothes.
mouth. A time will como when you feeble voice. “ But how does it happen t^e reader is aware— and sealed the whispered statement that he knew a
He looked Up very humbly, and said
party who knew another party that had
will whh yon had spoken a trifle kinder that you are not at work to-dAy? ”
idyelida into everlastingstillness. Mrs.
a bullion brick worth $6,000. Callahan he was sorry to be found in such a
to the ‘ miserable beggar-woman.’ReThen Anna spoke of Madame, Se- Morgan was too late.
place, but he could assure the court
member what I say to you, lady! My vere’s injunctions,and her intended There, on the narrow pallet-bed, with nibbled at the bait. Clark introduced
the man from whom he had obtained that he was never in the prisoner’sbox
words don’t often fall to the ground, visit to the house of a Mrs. Morgan, in the cold, gray shadows of the grave
the secret. Callahan actually tugged at before. “Never?” asked the court^
like the dead leaves off yonder blasted Harley street.
drooping over her rigid face, and hands the line.- ElBson, the second person in with some severity. “ Look-a-here,
tree!”
“ Morgan— Mrs. Morgan!” repeated
folded on her pulseless breast, lay the
Judge,” said the culprit, “ name the fine,
Saying which, she vanished tfirdugh the woman, raising herself on her el- grim old gypsy woman, who, years be- the approach, introduced the lawyer to
Capt. Algero, the owner of the brick, but for Heaven’* sake don’t spring that
the dame wall of blossoming' shrubs. bow. “That’s strange— very strange fore, foretold the dark days that had so
who said bluntlv that the treasure was ‘ Pinafore ’ gag on a fellow.” — Turnefs
Mrs. Morgan was alone, with a singular that Amja shbuld be going ta work; at surely 6ome. And Ihe wrought links of
*
gotten during the recent train robber- Falls
thrill, half of superstitious fear, half Mrs. Morgan’s, and I here on my death- the golden necklace, clasped with ameies. Callahan bit outright. He drew
TAFFY.
scorn, at heart.
bed. The priests are right— there is thy st, were all that bridged .over the
Of sll confectionsin the list.
$1,500 in gold from his bank and passed
“ Pooh! ” she said ; “what nonsense, a something ptryfiger than fate! ”
Tha girls deem taffy s»«et«it;
great gulf, of years that had lain beit to Algero, receiving the coveted bullAnd. with a month ’soil filledand kissed,
paying attention to an old gypsy’s angry
“ Mother "Hagar, what are you talking tween Mrs. Morgan and her lost child.
i Taeif joyisthecompletwt!,
ion. He did remember that “all is not
vituperation.”
of? I can’t understandyou this mornEven so slightly gleam tho threads of
So Voy«, when they a-sparking go,
gold that gUlters,” but as a similar if
Ato in the modern fa»hi< n—
Then Mrs. Morgan sat down on a rusdestiny through the warp and woof of
i They taffy lavishlybestow,
npt the same orick was analvzed in his
tic seat, where a spreading linderi threw
“Listen, theh, child,” said ‘the did ohr daily life.
And counterfeitlove’s passion,
presence, there was no thought of — Chicago CommercialAdver liter.
a circle of shade on the grass, and be- woman, in quick, convulsive gasps.
swindle. But Callahan soOh learned
Didn’t Know ty tfas Loaded.
gan to read.
“You’ve never been (there before; it’s i!
that his brick was brass from the center - , Insanity and Matrimony,
Nearly ^n hour had she been reading, fine house, I’ve heard. You shall wear
At Burrillville,R.X, Alonzo Anthony
when Jane rushed out from the house, the gay gojd ^aqklace you have seen was fatally shot by James Driscoll, who out. It was an excellent imitation of a
i, remarkable breach-of-promise case
valuable ingot, however. Callahan felt
•excitedly crying; “Oh, Jlra. Morgan, I me looking at sometimes— the one with “ did not know the pistol was loaded,
has been tried in London. Mr. Jackhave lt*fc her! She’s gone! ‘What the amethyst clasp. It was a baby’s and snapped the cap, holding the weapon sick at the stomach.’ -. He thought he son contracted to marry Miss Paris.
would sneak off and say nothing about
shall I do— what will become of me!”
necklace once, but it will be a pretty at the man’s head, intending to frighten
Subsequently he became insane, wherethe affair, bufc decided to have all the
“Gone! My baby gone?”
nptin Miss Paris sued him for not marrybracelet now for your slender little him.” At Ridgeway, HI., Mason Evans
parties to the sale arrested.
A scream of agony came from the arm.
ing her, and has actually recovered
“ supposed that an old pistol was unmother’s heart. Then she tried to
and, pointing it, at his wife,
And she drew a quaint, old-fashioned loaded^ *nd,
The potteries at Trenton, N. J., of $250. The Lord Chief Baron ruled
speak, but couldn’t A thousand-pound ornament from beneath her pillow--* pulled the trigger,shootingher through which there are nineteen, including that the action could be maintained,
weight seemed to press her tongue slender chain formed of links of the head.” At Norwich, N. Y., William three decoratingestablishments, are and that the defendant’slunacy did not
down. The green seemed to sway wrought gold, with a superb purple J. Hopewell 44 took down a broken mus- working full-handedand on full time, make a bit of difference.It was argued
around her, and she lay motionless on stone blazing on the chased clasp
ket, believing it empty, and was horri- and have a large number of orders ahead. that, so far from being incapacitated for
the ground.
and fastened it around Anna Judson’s fied when it was discharged,killing his The iron-works and machine shops are marriage by his lunacy, he all the more
“It’s just as I’ve told you,” whimpered wrist.
sister.”
needed a wife to take care of him.
working night and day.
“ Nearly,
“
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, HABIT & SKIN DIRBAAFS.
and on Saturday he was in the water
MENisuianaifj CHICAGO BUSINESS DIRECTORY,
Thontanriacnred.Lowwt Price*. Donok
from half-past 11 in the morning nntil OPIUM!
month. Kw^ graduate finsranteod a pajdgg aftaa.
fall Ui write. Dr. F. KAfarah,Quincy, Mich
I.IVK MTOt'K CO.lIjriH.SIONr
Address]
A Woman and a Bubolab.— Mrs. half-past 11 at night. No changes took piM K I'.T IUCTIONAIi Y, f'O.OOO Worda. and
MCFARLAND a CO., n Union Stock Yards Rxcbanga
Jane Fuller, of St Louis, saw the heels place during Saturdayin the position JT Dr. Pnate** HrirttliMoalhrir,nno mr. 5i/o.
PHOIILTK (10.1151IHHION,
muiiratHill Pub. Co.. 120 K. Wto St.. New Yoifc.
of a man’s boots sticking out from un- of the swimmers. Webb swam on
8. C. 8AROKANT, OeoL oommtaelon,«7 8o. Water 8t
W.H. WILLIAMS k 00.. Butter A Fruit. 183 So. Water.
der a bed in her house on Washington quietly during the day, and Fearne, the QUACKERY EXPOSED^"
Wnahlngtonit, Chicago
avenue, on Tuesday evening. Mrs. F. only man able to make the semblance
issfc
kicked the burglar until he crawled of a struggle with him, was too far beout, and then held him by the neck un- hind to cause any interest to be taken
til an officer had put in an appearance.
in his exertions. A bouquet was given 111 A PAY— With StancQ Outflla. What ooaU 4
Two Inventobs and Theib Imven- to Webb in the water, and at the ter"BflDKWdMTHriKotff H^HEIL."

young

SEVERAL ADYEN HIRES.

I

Bias

977
I

tions.— The inventor of shoes for walking on the water gave an exhibition at
Memphis. He stepped boldly off the
levee, but the buoyancy of the shoes was
not equal to expectation, and he immediately sank into the river. He was so
nearly, drowned when rescued that fyey
rolled him on a barrel. * No1 more 1 Successful was the trial of a flying machine
at San Francisco. The inventor started
from a housetop, fluttered.brieflyin the
air, and fell into a stream, where the
apparatus nearly caused his death by
sinking him.

Dead Miners of Moose Creek.— A
grim story of the winter has just come
through' the Mixsoulaty of Fort Missoula, from the wild lands of Montana.
Four men, known in Missoula as Jack,.
Jeff, William and Miller, all old Cali-

BIG

By o.s

mination of the proceedings he was pre0.0
sented with a medal. The following 10.
tunph o
Outfit free.
was the final record of the full distance
performedby leach man • Webb, seventy-four miles; Fearne, sixty-two miles
thirty lengths; Beckwith, forty- two
miles twelve lengths? Taylor, twentyKIDDER’S
six miles eight lengths j^Rowbottam (retired early in the week), ten miles.

i

,

.

DREAD,

I/wlatUia,Ky.

HHSSsImr"

Samantha as a

fornians, and apparently life-long
chums, for several winters past shut
themselves behind the Cceur de Alene important that a dispatch should reach
range of mountains for mining, on the Marshal Bazaine, and offered him $4,000
Sandwich island, in Moose creek. In to undertake the mission. It was perilthe spring they would visit Missoula, ous. Ho staked his head on success. It
but, having purchased large quantities was easier for him than for many
of tobacco, coffee and such articles, re- Frenchmen— ho was an Alsatian and
tire, with October to the hills. This
spoke German well. He said to 'the
spring their non-appearance at the fort
was commented upon, and a party decided to go and look for them. Two of
them were found in the cabin— one lying dead on the floor, and the other
lashed to a chair, dead. The graves of
Jack and Miller were found a few paces
from the door. The cause of their
death is unknown. Some think it a
case of salmon poisoning, and others
that the winter was too rigorous for
flesh and blood to stand.

and P.
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pure. Pronouncedthe beet by tbo h gh.
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Nettie the Lost Child.— One day
month— a Tuesday, and about 3
o’clock in the afternoon— Nettie, the
last

oughness of ita remedialaction in cases of constipation,liver complaint and dyapepeia, combine to render it a most desirablefamily
epodfla It increaaee both physical vigor and

And

I!

OTAek

Now York,
^4 Tkcoattoti,

NEW

HULL’S
N

Soldiers and Kailora. and their heira; alao eontainain.
lentiling family reading.
Price, f'i/iv f viiia ayaar -special inducements to eluba.

A

proper blsnk to collectamount due under new
HHEAita or Pension Hiix furnishedtfranriioMfy to
•wlar •ubeeriber, only, end such cliriini filedin Peniion
Oflice withoutcharge. J«nu«i» number si peclmen
ropy free. Bend lor It. OKOKOK K. LKMONA 00.,
M aahlngton. D. 0. Lock Dux IMA.
A

ACRES

WE

WANT
A8ENT8

A M. H*y.

5

Wt. Pwnl.

TOWERS

Smith, DoolittlkA PMrra,
Wholesale Druggists.

,me

vlx.: At Par». 1807; Vienna,1878; Santiaqo, 1875 1
Philadelwua.1874; PARia, 1878; and Uranu Swkduh
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organa ever awarded highesthonors et any such. Sold for oaab or Install,
monte. JleuituaTKDCataloguesand Circulars, with
new styles and prices, sent free. MASON A HAMLIN
ORGAN CO., iJOBTON, NKW YORK, or CHICAGO.

PINAFORE! PINAFORE!!
Almost everybody haa it All the Worda, Wit and
Music, with Uoretto complete for 41.00. Send aleo for
the Sorcerer. Same authora, and qnite as good music.
(In press.— Fatimitza, the new Opera.)

—

MASONIC
Bupnlleafor J-odges, Chapters,
r and Ooramandertea, manufactured by M. C. JAItru A Co., Odumia», O. Bend for Price Hete.

For MuHcal Student!.

away from home, at North Reynolds,
Johnson's New Method of Harmony!
Todd county, Minn. She was missed
Emphatically a good, easy, Interesting,
thorough
Thebe is no time to be lost when a cough atmethod.
two hours later, and a search began. tacks one in adopting means of prevention
consumption and bronchitis.A cough
When twilight fell Mr. Vinson, thor- against
For Young Bingen.
may, with perfect truth, be termed the inoughly alarmed, organized his neigh- cipient stage of those destructive maladies, and
CINDERELLA! CINDERELLA!!
bors into squads and sent them out to it is the height of folly to disregardIt If negNew Canute by Franz Art. For Female voices.
Fine music. (60 cU)
beat the woods. These squads did not lected it wiH assuredly culminate in some dangerous pulmonaryaffection, but, if Dit. Wm.
rest until daylight on Wednesday morn- Hall’s Balsam fob the Lungs be used, the
Send 43.00 for the MutiealRecord on# year.
ing. All through Wednesday the search complaintis speedily vanquishedand all danger
OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.
was kept up. At daylight on Thursday averted. There is no pulmonic comparable to h wiflr q *
^ H
*
this great specific.Bold by Druggists.
C.II.Diteon AtCo., J. E. DlUon dkCo.,
morning an old mountaineer, J. N. Ely,
took sixty fresh men, whoopers and
843 Broadway,N.
BUS Chestnut 8t Phil*.
People residing in paludal districts or recallers,and formed a line three-quar- moving to such localities, can place reliance in
ters of a mile long. Towards the eVen- the efficacyof Dr. Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodioor
Fever and Ague Tonie, to prevent or rather
ing of Thursday
layArthu
Arthur O’Bryan found counteractall malarial diseases. It never fails Jgufector^RAinEBORO;
a bit of calico hanging to a bush— the to cure Chdls and Fever, Dumb Chills and Enresult of the day’s work. By Thursday larged Spleen, and is guaranteedto containno
night help had come from Little Sauk dangerousdrug. The composition of this
medicine is given with each bottle,and can be
and other distant towns. None expect- had from all druggists.
h Hit OM Rillablt ConctntntetfLyt
ed to find Nettie alive, but the mother
CHEW
had great hopes. On Friday morning
FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKINB.
The Celebrated
as a squad passed the house of P. W.
“ Matchless”
Utor, Clcanllneaa,
F idle, one of the men, stopping to get a
Wood Tag Plug
IT 18 FULL WMIOHT AND 8TRINQTH.
Tobacco.
Caatoc, Mmc
drink, was told that Nettie had been
The market Is floodedwtth (so-called) Concentrated
The Pioneer Tobao«o Compant,
Lye^whlch U adulteratedwith salt and rata, and wonl
found alive and well, and that she had
New York, Boston and Ctiicaga
been sent to North Reynolds. Cheers
8AVM MOirtT, AND BUT TSM
rang through the woods for miles.
An Abticle of Tbue Mebit.— “Bbown’s
XJCT OF DISEASES
Thomas Luskey, a laborer for Mr. Bbonchial Troches " are the most popular
ALWAYS CURABLE BY USING
Falle, was looking for cattle early on article in this country or Europe for Throat
Friday when he* saw Nettie move out Diseases and Coughs, and this popularityis
felADB BY THB
from the woods to the meadow. Nettie based upon real merit 25 eta a box.
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co.,
said that she “’ lept uuderneaf a three
PHILAD1XPHIJL
A thobouohly good Cabinet or Parlor Organ
when dark corned,” and was Mvewy, very
is worth two poor onea Mason A Hamlin
cold, mama ” She picked roseberries and
make the best The prices are a little higher
wild onions to eat in the daytime, and than those of poorestorgans, but it is much
saw big cows, with crooked horns and cheaper in the end to obtain the best
white tails— deer— that looked at her
The Mendelssohn Piano Co., tfo. 21 East 15th
OF HUMIX PUSH.
OF AlflMALS,
and stamped their feet. On the second Street, N. Y., eeH Pianos at Factory Prises.
Bhenmatlamr.
night she slept by a log, and the third Write for a catalogue.
'

Demon, frate,!beet bv HIGHEST
AT ALL
WORLD'S EXPOSITIONSFOR TWELVE YEARS,

For Everybody.

.snips.

Botanic Medicine Co., buffalo, 'N. Y.:
Gkntlkmxn : The lady alluded to lost seven
pounds in three weeks, by the use of Allan’s
Anti-Fat lours truly,

($1.00.)

SIECJf

.

iWKnlghti Templar UnlformrtSpecialty.
lociaty, and Firafnaa'e Geode.

lilHary,

CHIUS AND FEVER

^‘v©RGflN

Gored every time by Dr. Nattoa's Ainaaontnn

^

v

BEST!

i

§APONIFjER

00., Bankers,86 Well SL. R.Y.

SBMSSfeSenSte
HONORS

j

HOUSES,

A

PRUSS
I N G’S
CCt.CB RATED
I N E

TEMPERANCE GLEE BOOK

By Rev. 8. Alkon and & H. Spick. Nothing fresher, newer, brighter, or betterof the kind haa ever appeared. (85 eta.)
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POTTER WIGHT

THE GOSPEL OF JOY!

FOR

_

For the faeteaMoU'ng_BfOK In
the market. New. low prioed. lm.

OfficialReports and
T.

BOOKS 5

tongs,

CLOCKS

I

Wtnn.

For Ooeptl IfeeUngi and Sunday School!.

Allan’s Anti-Fatis a genuine medicine, and
will rodqce corpulency from two to five
pounds per week Purely vegetable and perfectly harmless, acting entirely on the food in
the stomach,preventing the formationof fat
It is also a positive remedy for dyspepsia and
rheumatism.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 11, 1878.
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Received with the greatestfavor. Great variety of
Temperance and Social.

'^ySETH THOMAS^

Lost Seven rounds in Three Weeks.

6-year-old child of B. L. Vinson, strayed

Ct.

your Jeweler for theao Goode.

tioldiers-Pensioners

For TemperanceOatherinat.

/

the

McKINLAY, Land Com’r,

Ht. P. M.

5

and

'Meriden Britannia Oo*
are the LARGEST and Best
Manufacturersin this
line in the World,

NDNEy1 MEOIClhlE

D. A.

substance, trauquilizosand invigoratesthe
nervous system, and gives an unwoutod relish
for the food. A wine-glass three times daily is
about the averagedose.

thie

the old Countriee,

REMEDY ^

.

3,000,000

.

I.

Three Goode have taken the Certifteatee of

Award wherever exhibited,both in

EXODUS

thither

A

;

Sorghum Sugar

Marlboroughcounty. He went

-

TItCTII 18 MIGIITT!

Ministerof War : “I accept the mission,
but I refuse the money.” Howl after
A choice from over 1.000.000scrw Iowa Lands,
howl of indignationwent up when it was
due west from Chicago.»t fiom H* to 18 per sere. In
found Sergt. Hoff had disappeared. It
farm lots, end on easy terms. Low freights and ready
nmrkPte. No wlldrrnese-n(' ague— no Indians. Land*
was said that he had always been a Prusexploringtickets from Chit ago, free to burere. For
DAILY.
4 pages. 55 eta. a month
«0.6O
a year.
Man*. Pamphlets end full Informationapply to
sian spy, and was now a traitor.The
MUNDAY. Bpagea. 41.20 a year.
JOWA It AIl.KOAlt LAND COMPANY,
Government gave the key-note to these
Cedar Rapids,lows, or 92 Randolph Street,Chlrsgo.
THK HUN haa ^the^aireLt*olroulaUoo and lathe
howls to save Hoff’s life if he was dis- cheapest and most Interestingpaper In the United
HUNT’S
covered as he passed through the enemy’s THE WEEKLY HUN to emphaticallythe paolines. Hesafely reached Bazaine. The pW. familypaper.
war over he was made keeper of V endome
column. The keeper cf the Triumphal
After Many Days. — About the close arch died the other day, and Sergt.
of the war the wife of Mr. Holland, a Hoff, to the delight of the Parisians, has
practising lawyer in Burke county, been appointed to the vacant place.
Of nice quality made by anybody In the land with onr
copyrightedrei-lim. Its use will care milliona annually
Georgia, eloped with Laud Haithcock,
to the farming claaa. No expense required,and NO
The Stomach Cannot Be Freighted
with whom she had formed acquaintFARMER CAN AFFORD TO RE WITHOUT IT.
Price only |1. The beet thing In theOoremment for
ance during the absence of her hus- With greater traeh than a violent draatio pur- Agents.
Send stamp for sped*! terms and nrrtlculare.
gative. lYue, euch a medicine relievea couati- N I- MAYKS A CO., Seedsman, Sweetwater,Tonn.
band in the Confederateranks. The
To the beat lands, In the best climate,with the best
pation for the time, but at the expenseof great
markets,and on the best terms,along the St. Psul,
guilty woman carried off with her a uijuiy to the intestinalcanal, which it both inMinneapolisk Manitoba R'y, (late St Paul 4 Pacific.
little girl, the daughter of Holland. flames and weakens, Urns unfitting it for the Pensions! Increase! Arrears!
performance
of
ita
proper
functions.
Widely
A. XV. McCORMICK. Pike*. Opera Bdg.,
For fourteen years the father has been
different ia the Action of Hodetter’a Stomach Clnelnnatl,O., procuresOrlirinal Pensions fl»r
in search of his child, and only recent810.
Must file declarationbefore July, IWD.or lose
Mainly in the Famous
Bitters,a tonic aperient, which produces efarrears.Increase or no fee. AH soldiers M disabled
ly he discovered that his former wife fecti prompt, indeed, but never violent and widows of those who die of the aerrice, all aoldiera
RED RIVER VALLEY OFTHE NORTH.
and the girl had never been out of the and convulsing. The purity of ita botauio of 1812 and widows are entitledto Pensions. Soldiers
Mellow War 8 moa. pay. Haa books giving hiateryof
On long time, low prioee and easy payments.
koldler of Indiana, Illinois,Kentucky, West Vlr.
State, and that they were living in ingredients, ita unobjectionableflavor,ita gonial influence upou the mind, and the thor- dnia.kndother States. Circularsand arreari blanks Pamphlet with fall Informationmalted free. Apply to
and found his ^laughter, a fine grown
girl of 17, in a room with her mother
and three children of the Haithcock
connection.The young girl had never
been to school a day in her life, and
was accustomed to work in the fields
vfor her livelihood. She could neither
read nor write, but willingly accompanied her father to his home and the
companionship of half-brothers and
sisters by Mr. Holland’s second marriage, he having been divorced from
his guilty wife shortly after her desertion of his home.
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Sergt. Hoff.

During the siege of Paris there was
nobody more popular, and afterwards
there was nobody more unpopular then
Sergt. Hoff. He with his own hand slew
twenty-seven Germans during the first
six weeks of the siege. His gallantry
was rewarded by praise lavished in his
regimentalorder of the day and in a
general order of the day, and the Legion
of Honor was bestowed on him, The
Minister of War told him it was very

hat bten
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Swimming Extraordinary^
six daje’ nwimming ™nUat
the
ie Lambeth Baths, London, wan

Mon
4 W

The

brought to a conclusionon the night of
the 24th of M*y (Saturday), at half- past
d) o’clock, ft resulted in the victory
of the channel hero, Capt. Webb) who
succeeded in swimming altogether a total distance of seventy-four miles.
Webb’s performance must be regarded
as a remarkable one, and another exemplificationof the extraordinarypower he
possessed of being able to stay in water
longer at a time than any other living
swimmer. On the ^ntrob days he remained in the water fourteen .hours
each day ; on the third and fourth days

he averaged a

little

under

hours; on Fiiday he took but
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COMING! LOCKS! LOCKS HEW FIRM Something New
NEW LOCKS!
JOHIT ROBUTSOIT’S
VAN PUTTEN & SONS, HOLLAND.
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EXPOSITION-

I respectfullyInvite the attention of the cltisens
Burned ont by the late Fire we iv-openedIn
new store Just completedat onr old stand on of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsome
addition 1 have made to my stock consisting
f

of

our

Simple, Beautiful, Safe.

- EMBRACING

We

the attention of the public, who aro, or
anticipate to build, to our Stationary Knob Shank
Mortice Look.

We

call

CHIM WARE,

&

And

Caps,
Groceries,

fiats

operation.

Flour

Opposite the Poet-Office.

Holland, Wednesday, July

2,
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&
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1

Holland. Aug.

C. MELIS.

17, 1878.

hardTan

At

Pain

G. J. Tk VAARWERK.
Eighth Street,Holland,Mich.
10-6m

sequence of Helf-

Abuse; as

Lo-a ^

thf

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
cents, to pay postage and milling. Agents wante-i.
Address
Mountain, ugdeneburg,N. Y.

the Back, Dlmnersof Vlalon.- Premature
Old Age, and many other dlaeascs that lead to In

>

^

a:

J,

Hatity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrate
i^-Pull particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. STThe

Macallister’s

Specific Medicine is sold by all druggists at fil per
package, or six packages for $3, or will be sent free
by mall on receiptof the mouev by addreoaing,

THE GRAY MEDICINE

a,

sew/
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No.

prices.

Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.

MARK.

new, Spermatorrhea, Impotency,
and all dUeosea
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g
Mon,

—
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llsh remedy, an
unfalllngcurefor
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and most beautiful.
&

seminal Weak-
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Chandeliers— the

latest styles— the safest

Gray’s Specific Medicine.
-

any-

it

Ho Trouble.

Lamps and

Q.VAN PUTTEN

TRADEMARK. The great Eng-JRADE

.

GLASSWARE.
—

A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can

Prices.

WM.

T

I have also pnt on the shelves a laruo and comP'«}« rtock of the fine and popular kinds of
CROCKERY And

be relied upon.

Combination Metal. Chilled Iron and
Steel Mould Board Plows, ut Bottom

29-ly

way!

A (BE LOV/.

-

E

S

Come and Look at

no

see for yourself,

miCES

OLE

Feed.

trouble to show goods.

THE NEWEST, STRONGEST,
AND BEST.

have made such arrangementsthat I can
PIECE, PART OF A SET, or

by the

W H
Etc., Etc.

CANT^HOOKS! Come and
1879.

I

sell It

Crockery,

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

STICTLT MORAL CIRCUS!

havs Just received a large new stock of

Dry Goods,

Come and examine. We will cheerfully
show the goods and explain their
-AND-

GEnsnrcisrE

River Street,

COUGH MIXTURE.

CO..

An Extra Fine Remedy

Mechanics’Block. Detroit,Mich.
37" Sold in Holland and elsewhere hr all wholesale and retail druggists.
1U

for

COUGHS.

8-ly

MACALISTER’S Cough

---i rJHTIS

CT
il

•r

^T

A» a recvni

A

Mixture loosens the
phlegm, and acts like a charm in cases of

TURBINE!
<e«t

ASM, SMTOjai

rare

4^-tOO, per cunt*
full Ueecription.

Those who aro troubled with coughing at night,
can find immediate relief.

-^Povrer. price, etc., i«
In an extra of

v

4.,

-

Ivroin* H*wort<r,
Send for a Copy,

^QATSS

No

CTOT18,

to

Restoresthe Hair
its Original Color, and prevents

OYER ONE THOUSAND MEN
Required for

its

&

HORSES

transportation, at a daily expenditure of §1,500.

[j

()

it

from

falling out.

Ul

PliTIEN

Both these remedies are for sale at
Dn. Scuoutks’s Drug Store.

Eigth Street, • BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MCIHIGAN. 6-ly .

Animals! 50 Shetland Ponies!
- A HERD
MONSTROUS PERFORMING ELEPHANTS.
of

OF

-

THE MENAGERIE EMBRACES AMONG LEADING FEATURES
A School of Set Lions, consuming 500 pounds of fresh food dally— A giant Ostrich, 12 feet high—
A Tawny ChineseBull, a verr rare animal— A Wild Yak of Tartary—A Gnu or Horned Horse— A Den
of 5U0 performingSerpents, from the little Garter snske to the hug# Boa Constrictor, including the
most venomous reptilesknown— Also 23 cages of other rare and valuable Autmals, Birds, Monkeys

Does a general Banking,Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on all points In
the United States and Europe, Particular attention paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
buslnes* Intrusted to me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowedon time depositii,subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
sold at my office.

9-ly

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

Mortgage Sale.
TT7HEREA8

defaulthas been made in the payv
meat of the money secured by a mortgage,
dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871. executed by
Koclof A. Bchoutcn and Gtjsbertje Schoutcn, his
wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa county,
Michigan, to Iluibert Keppel, of Zeeland,aforesaid, which said mortgage was recorded In the
office of the Register of Deeds of the County of
Ottawa and State of Michigan in Liber X of mortgages, on page 93, on the 19th day of August, A. D.
1871, at one o’clock, p. m., and whereas, the said
mortgagehas been dalv assigned by the said Iluibert Keppel to Jan Bos. by assignment,bearing
date the 18th d»y of February,A. D. 18flL and re
corded In the office of the Register of Deeds of the
said county of Ottawa, on the twehty-third day of
February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock In the forenoon
of said dar. In Liber No. 4, of mortgages, on page
366, and the sums is now owned by him; and
whereas the amount now claimed to be due on
said mortgage at the date of this notice Is the snm
of one hundred and sixty live dollarsand seventyeight cents, principaland interest,and the further
sum of twenty-fivedollars ns an attorney fee, stipulated for In said mortgage, and which is the
whole amount claimedto be due and unpaid on
said mortgage, and no suit or proceeding having
been Institutedat law to recover the debt now remaining secured by said mortgage,or any part
thereof, whereby the, power of sale contained in
said mortgage tins become operative:Now therefore notice is hereby piven, that by virtue of the
power of sale and In pursuanceof the statute In
such case made and provided, the said mnrtgago
will be foreclosedby a sale of the premises therein described, at public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front door of the Coart House, In the
city of Grand Haven, Id said count/uf Ottawa, on

V

STRICTLY MORAL CIRCUS.

in the

A. Xj 2Li

OH ALA JPIONS.

Igan and described as the west eighteen and
60-100 acres off of the north-east quarter of the
north west quarter of settlon twenty -five In township six, north of tango thirteen west, alto a piece
of land in said county commencingin the center
of the Jennlsonroadattbe north-wost corner of
Hiram Andriet’ land running thence sooth fifty
rods in a strip two rods wide, thence east a strip
three rods wide and twenty rode long, thenee eouth
William Ashe-Therara avia and educated down, the wUttftt as well as the moet gentlemanlydown a atrip of land two rode wide and fifty rods long to
that ever stepped on sawdnst. Happy Jack Lawton- HU comic vocalism and homorons sayings are land owned by Jan Boe, eald land being on the
devoid of exceptionable vulgarity,and convnlse his audienceswith laughter. Archie Campbdl-The east half of the south-west quarter ef section
Farmer’sAlmanac.
twenty-foor, In township sis north, of range thlr
teen west, containing one acre and seventy-six
rods of land accordingto the government snrvey,
be the same more or fees.
Dated, May It, A. D. I8W.
JAN .BOS, Alston* UoHnaqs.
Gso. W. McBridi, AU'y. for Anton*- 14-l«w
Wilson— The Champion Four Horse Rider, Mile. Vieletta-The Flying Qoeeu of the Air. Jacob
Riley—The Champion Chinese Juggler. Madam Vernon-The Daring Lion Enchantress. Geo.
Sloman— The Champion Gymnut and Equestrian.Lewis Willi s-The Cherokee Chief and hi> Wild
Wapiti.

A

CLOWUS,

Superl Military String Band!
COMPRISING

TWENTY SPECIAL ARTISTS.

MEAT

The Great Street Pageant
Will take place dally between the boari of nine and ten,

PILES

•

Doors open at 1:30 and 0:30.

One Ticket Admits to

All.

All purchasers of tickets to the Museum, Menagerie and Aqoarium, have
an opportunity of witnessing the Great Moral Circus, Free.
Will exhibit at

ROBINSON, JULY

MARKET

Of

all kinds,

TUMORS,

discharges

BLOOD or

Holland Mich.

FOR SALE.

BOOK^>°.r MILLION 1
A larft,new and eonpleta Gold# to
Wedlock, ctmUialng, with maay other.,
Iba following chapurai A competent
Womanhood,Selectionof Wife, F.ridencee
of Virginity,Temperament!,
compati*-*aad iacompatible, SUrllity In worn.
II. AUVfVV
catiM and treatment,
Advka W
to Bride-'
groom, Advice to lloibandi.Advice to
Wivee, Pmtitution, it* ciumi, Celibacy and Matrimony compared, Conjugal duties Conception, Confinement, Love and
Courtihip.Impediments to Marriage In male and female,Sclenco
of Reproduction, Single Life eonaidered,Law of Marriage,
Law of Divorce,Leva) rigbtaof married women, etc., inetud.
log Dlaeoaes peculiarlo
theircauee* and treatment. A took for privataand comiderate reading, ol 320 pages
with full Date Engravings by mail,aealed, for CO cenla.

Women,

followingdescribedLots in the City of
Holland, I will sell at the follow ing prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition $175
each; Lot 18, Block 8, Lot 6, Block 11. South West
Addition SI 75 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 1, 5 & 6 in Block
25, ns organized ulat near the at. L. S. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $300 each.
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will he sold for n small payment down. Also
the following Lots 10. 11, 12. 13. and 14, in Block
E, Lota 2, 4, 5 and i In Block II. The above will
be sold ou long credit aud small payments down.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.

"THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER*
on Syphilis,Gonorrhas,Gleet, Strlotnre, Varicocele, Ac., alio on Spermatorrhaa,
Sexual Debility, and
Impotency, from Self-abuaeand Exceaaes earning Seminal
F.imaiioni,Nervouvneaa. Averalon to Societr,Confuaioo of
Ideal, 1'hviiral Decay, Dimniaeof Sight,Defective Memory,
Lou of Seiual Power,etc.,making marriage Improjcr or
enhappy, givingtreatment,and e great many valuablerecelpti
for the cure of, all privatediseaaei ; 224 pages <>»« 00 plates
oitdiradAd«lfT."Lertnreo«

Manhood and Womanhood,10 a.

DOLLAR

FOB OWE

Farm

—
FIRST ‘WARD.
The nndemgnod announces to

the Public that
they have flhfinedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their

trade.

42-tf

AI.D.

HOWARD.

TO RENT.

of

(

Premises recently occnpled by W. C. Mells, west
cf Hope Church Parsonage.
Inquire of
H. D. POST.

PB. BuirTSTPI3PES8ARY_."'.,.lllliH
ution for (kill iu tbc
be treatment of
chronic diieim and complicated
cuet. bypbllK Uo*orrbwa, (ilrrl Mrlrtarr, Orchlll*.all Criaary Trouble*,Syphllltlr or XrrrurUIaffection*of the throat, ikin or bones,
bouts,
tretted with iucccu,without using Mercury,
by
mail
and
p>ATI E
but where poulble,
id Invli
invited
wr*on*l^mmlut)o^re«mX*ra!ch
1* FREE end
’ DR. BUTTS IhvltM all
ell ptnoe* (•fftriug
MBtrtag from HUV-V
RUP-'
f TURK to »oud
*tud him tkofrnamo
dum and
tad addrou,
tddmi.aad
and bonby
b«r«by
I uiorn
uiorM thrm that Ihoy wUI
will loan
Iwru Mmething
(omothing to Uutr
Uutr
It la not a
> advantage.
• Troaa.
All communication*(trlctlyconfidential,tad ihould be
tldrwMd t* DR. BUTTS', 12 North Sth St. St Louis, uo.

„

M
NTSjTflj^Tjy^!

/

Tnus.

—

S
I
f

CONSUMPTION CURED!

he will send a copy of the prescription used, FREE
OF CHARGE, with directlona for preparing and
using the same, which will be found a sure cuio for
Consumption,Catarrh,Bronchitis, Asthma, Nervousness,Ac., dtc„ dte. Address with stamp.—

CITY BOTTLING

WOE-KS.
So, 13 Eightli Street, Hoilaid, Migu,

(UNDER 9ERMANIA HOUSE.)
Our celebrated Lager Beer Is bottled fresh at this
establishment, and will be deliveredto families free
of charge at $1.20 per dozen full quart bottles,
or 00 cents per X dozen.

Come and try Samples

at

the Bar.
E. F.

Holland, Mich.,

SUTTON.

Brewer.

April 17th, 1979.

DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Ont.

HMy

1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Sacques,

of
SILK
And

Dolmans,

a fnll line

,

-AJSTX)

OR/AFE.

,

The stand is one door west of G.
Son’s Hardware Store.

J.

HaverkatsA

W. BUTKAU,
Holland, July 14, 1878.

for Sale.

I will sell eighty acres of kplendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
ami school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of

nicely bound in oho volume, containing *0 pagea and over
100 illuitrntioni.nnd
embrnclngererythlng on the generative ayatenithat ii worth knowing. The combinedvolume ta
Me
Book publiihed.
poaitivcly the moit popular Medical
many
The Author la an experiencedphyalcian
year* practice,aa ia well kuowni, and the advice given,
and rule*for treatmentlaid down, will be found of great
value to thoic mitering from impurtlietofthe ayvtcm, early
error*,loat vigor, or any of the numerouttrouble* coming
under the head of •‘Private"
or •‘Chronto'* diie«K-i.—
Foliage itampi taken In payment forany oftheae book*.

—IN* TUB

J.

3rd, 1870.

Ctc,

mneus, and all diseases
of the RECTUM quickly and peror
fectly cured by a simple and soothing REMEDY.
For information, address
DR. J. FABER & CO., 22 Ann 8t.. N. Y.
l-ttw

Circulars,

Two Performances Dally.

Mm,

RIVER STREET. HOLlJ^ND MICH.

The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
having been permanently cured of the much
Monday, the Eleventh day of August dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
remedy, in anxious to make known to his fellownext, at one o’clock In the afternoon of that day:
sufferarsthe means of cure. To all who dealre It.
which said premises are describedin said mortgage as follows: All that certain piece or parcel of
land situated iu Ottawa County and State of Mich

OUR/ THR/EE

Coiis, Ssmg

Funks.

rpHE

uud other Monstrosities.

LEADING ARTISTS

CO.f

DEALEIISIN

•

50 dens

MEYER &

H.

HAIR RENEWER

LEE’S

BANKING.

SOLID BY*

family ought lo be without it.

Prepared only by
J. P. Lf.k, Chicago, 111.

OffdenslrarriiN.T.

A MAMMOTH EXHIBITION!!

CMC?,

VAN ZOBREN.

I.

&

SXOZXTXX

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

STREET

...

- HOLXiAfNiD, MIC

